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CONFIDENTIAL

Minutes

NASSER'S "VICTORY" SPEECH AT PORT SAID ON
DECEMBER 23.

This was the usual kind of tub-
thumping performance mainly for local
consumption - it went on for three hours.

2. Nasser reviewed the Arabs'v struggles
against "imperialism"and "Zionism'in the
usual terms. He referred to Communism
as a new antagonist, but was careful to
refer throughout to "Communist agents".
In Iraq he accused Communist agents allied
with Qasim in an effort to destroy Arab
nationalism in Iraq. He attacked Qasim
at considerable length as the divider
of Iraq, and the divider of the Arabs. He
said that Sir Anthony Eden could be
excused for what he had recently said about
the Sinai campaign but that Qasim, who had
echoed Eden's words, could not.

3. The latter half of the speech is a
pep talk on the"battle of construction?
social revolution and development in
Egypt, the achievement of the first five
3fear Plan and the tasks of the second,
plans for Syria, the National Union and
the High Dam.

4. Towards the end are references to
relations with the Soviet Unioa, the U.S.A..
and the U.Kj (a) MWe want our relations
with the Soviet n-nin-n to be good and
friendly We have not changed our
attitude, and our policy remains as before11.
(b) **We also welcome friendship with the
U.S.Aj If the U.S.A. has now
found that it should pursue towards us a
peaceful and friendly policy, we welcome
it*1. (c) "If Britain, which committed
aggression..... .TTTTTWSnts to offer us
sincere friendship free from the old
methods we are prepared to forget
the past and to begin a new era which is
built on a foundation of equality".
(c) is by Nasser's standards quite
handsome.

(R. Arculus)

December 29, 1959«

CONFIDENTIAL
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A . T H E A R A B W O R L D A N D I S R A E L

Nasir's Speech at Port Said

Catrft home service and "Voice of the Arabs" 1̂ .55 <»IT 23.12.59 (relay)

Text of Abd an-Nasir's speech at Port Said municipal sports ground:

Compatriots, this is the third anniversary of your great victory, which
marked a significant turning point not only In the history of your nation but in
the history of the Arab area as a whole also. Indeed, perhaps this victory could
be considered one of the most prominent manifestations in the international field
affecting the mode of action In that field. This is due to the fact that your
victory meant that Arab nationalism had broken down every siege surrounding it
and emerged fulfilling its positive role In rewriting its history and In contribut-
ing a constructive share in the writing of humanity's history.

Also, your victory in the international field, brother compatriots,
marked the end of an era in which It was proved, with no room for doubt, that the
left-over remnants ofthe mentality of the 19th century with its accompaniment of
thoughts of conquest, invasion and the domination of peoples had been defeated.
XT by your victory, brothers, you began the history of your homeland in the 20th
century and have restored It anew in a state of development, you also, by this
victory In the history of humantty and that of the Afro-Asian peoples in particular,
buried in this town of yours, Port Said, the remnants of the era of imperialism.

People of Port Said, history will always remember your resistance against
the blind force which had tried to invade your town and your victory over that force.
You did not defeat it only in your own country; it was also defeated in all countries<
And thus, brother citiz««», you achieved what should have been realised, i.e. that
force is no longer a means in the international field and that those who possess
arms do not consequently possess the destiny of the peoples of the world.

Here in Port Said you proved that principles aee power and that power
is no less strong than the fleets, aircraft and arms of the great countries.
You proved that no one in the world, irrespective of tthat he ha* in wealth and
instruments of destruction, has the right to kindle the flame of war and toy with
world peace without accepting the responsibility (words indistinct) what they call
"a limited war" or "a total war"; those who start aggressive wars cannot dominate
the march of events, and hence those who think that they can begin by themselves,
may find themselves unable to finish what they have begun. And If what they have
begun comes to an end it will only come to the end which they did not desire.

Dear brothers, this is what the great experiment through which you passed
brought about. I am certain that you will always be remembered as bringing about
this great change In international thinking, International action and international
ways and means. Dear brothers, as we today commemorate the martyrs of our battles,
as we'celebrate the victory feast, pride fills our hearts and their memory Is In
our mind. The blobd which they shed did not only realise victory and pride for
their homeland; it also consolidated (one wordj of the peace of the peoples
other than themselves. Their sacrifices were the beginning of their homeland,
and their war was peace for many other peoples. As we commemorate their memory,
we believe In the same (words Indistinct), this people observing this memory and
the sacrifice.
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Brother citizens, perhaps my expression of our loyalty to the sacrifices of
the martyrs, the sons of our homeland, will be clearer In the battle which we are
waging today, relieving the great battle through which we passed yesterday. The
fact, dear brothers, Is that our great battle to achieve freedom was the real paving
of the road and was the natural beginning of the battle through which we are passing
today to protect this freedom and to consolidate It. To attain Independence is not
the end of the road of struggle; it is the beginning of the road of struggle. Man
does not liberate his will in order to suspend It afterwards; man liberates his
will In order to use it in reforming his future and to realise with it the aspir-
ations of his lifetime and his long dreams during the generations of privation.
Through the great victory of your battle we wrested our independent will; and it is
our duty, and in loyalty to our martyrs, to begin immediately to use that liberated
will in order to realise the aspirations of a lifetime and the dreams of generations.
Our Immediate positive action Is the real loyalty we present to our martyrs; it is
the bouquets of roses we lay on the tombs of our martyrs; and it Is the Indlsputed
proof of our loyalty to the sacrifice of our martyrs and our respect of the pure
blood we shed on the battlefield.

Brother compatriots, you met here in Port Said and fought here in Port
Said the big Powers, the great Powers and Israel. You triumphed here in Port
Said and declared your word loudly that there should be (?no landing) In our
country by a foreigner regardless of his strength and the weapons available In
his stores {applause]. This, brother compatriots, was the big victory for us
here In Egypt and for our Arab nation and for all the Afro-Asian peoples. Indeed
your stand here In Port Said was the laurels In our long battles in which we fought
and struggled to achieve for ourselves the real freedom and dignity and to get rid
of the soldiers of occupation.

Here in Port Said you saw the soldiers of occupation in your country, and
throughout the years and days you fought here in Port Said to get rid of the
occupation and the soldiers of occupation; to get rid of foreign imperialism and
internal exploitation. The bitter battles you faced throughout the years and days
used to strengthen your hearts and spirits to begin other battles. The last battle
in which we raised the laurels here on this good land was the battle of Port Said,
the battle of Port Said in which Britain, and Prance, together with Israel, allied
themselves against us. The battle of port Said was not a battle because of the
nationalisation of the Canal; the battle of Port Said, brothers, was the conclusion
of long battles for freedom and independence.

When the British set foot in our country the battles were continuous and
consecutive so that we might feel that no flag would be hoisted over our country
other than our own, that nobody would have a say in our country but ourselves, and
that there would be no will amongst our people other than our own. Your fathers
were determined to do this, and your forefathers were determined to do this too.
You took from them the flag of struggle and marched on the road of the struggle.
And, brother compatriots, you have enjoyed the opportunity of victory. You were
able, brothers, to see the day the British left our country after a bitter and long
occupation which lasted over 75 years. You were ible once again to enjoy your
victory over the British and the French, who returned once more to occupy this
country four months after they had left it. We have savoured the sweetness of
victory for which our fathers and forefathers struggled.

Since the revolution, here in Bgypt in 1952, we have been exposed to
pressure and plots. We were exposed, as we all know, to all means of pressure and
to all means of plots so that we should deviate from the principles in which we
believed and for which we struggled. We struggled for the principles in which we
believed. We struggled to get out of spheres of influence. We struggled to get
rid of Imperialism. And when the Revolution started we resolved to get out of
spheres of influence and to get the forces of occupation out.
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This nation, which became united, raised these slogans: "There shall be no
poom for an Intruder in our land, and no place for (word indistinct) in our midst,"
We marched forward In the knowledge that the battle in which we were engaged was
no easy thing, and that it was a difficult battle. We know that we were a. (?small)
country compared with the imperialist countries and compared also with the imperial-
ist collaborators and the tactics of Imperialism. But although we were a small
country not possessed of the arms possessed by the big Powers we did not in any way
hesitate to resolve to implement the principles in which we believed, or to make
our will respected.

We faced plots and the tactics of imperialism with every means. Here
inside the country imperialism confronted us with imperialist collaborators. Out-
side, in the Arab nation round us, it also used imperialist collaborators, To
oppose us and undermine our unity here Inside this country imperialism also resorted
to dissension. Imperialism used every device to prevent your becoming united in
your own country. It always tried to instigate one brother against another, and
to divide the nation into groups and parties, in order thereby to be able to get at
us and implement its wishes.

We suffered in the past from dissension and partisanship, so we resolved to
shun dissension and partisanship and to become united. And we became united. We
were able to realise our wishes and demands, because we worked for the nation as a
whole, for the majority of its members* We worked for the nation as a whole, for
its peasants, workers and other members, and not-for a small group of people.

Imperialism also tried to undermine Arab nationalism and the Arab nation.
In this it relied upon Imperialist collaborators throughout the Arab nation. Its
main weapon was the sowing of dissension and rancour among the members of the Arab
nation, to be followed by enmity and hatred. Eventually, it wanted to use one
Arab homeland against another, and one Arab country against another. In this way
hopelessness would prevail, and the Arab nation would become disunited and warring,
while Arab nationalism, whose flag was always raised by your forefathers in the
past, and which had always been the means of our victories against all the enemies
who set foot in our Arab countries or in any Arab homeland, would likewise become
disunited and warring.

Brother citizens, imperialism found Itself successful In these policies.
It also found itself successful in dividing the Arab nation. In the past, brother
citizens, this was the means which enabled Zionism to penetrate our homeland and
set up in th» midst of Arab nationalism and in a beloved part of Arab nationalism
a nationalism foreign to us, a Zionist nationalism.

In the past, imperialism and Zionism thought that ISbey would succeed in
their policy based on dividing and splitting Arab nationalism. They hoped that
Arab nationalism would fall, and consequently that the Arab countries would fall,
one country after another and one homeland after another, and that Zionism would
eventually spread from the Nile to the Euphrates, In the place of Arab national-
Ism there would then step a Zionist nationalism which is but an agent and a bridge-
head for imperialism.

My brother cltisens, the battle of Palestine in 19«f8 was a triumph for
imperialism and Imperialist collaborators, and a triumph for Zionism and Zionist
Plots, because imperialism and imperialist collaborators were able to divide Arab
nationalism aad split A*ab. nationalism'And the Arab countries asunder, and also
because they succeeded in underminifts Arab solidarity and unity. That is now
they managed to carry out their plans in our midst.
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But Arab nationalism also triumphed, because the battle of Palestine in 19̂ 8 was
the spark which kindled the fire In our hearts, and the trumpet which sounded in every
Arab country proclaiming that we must unite and Join together to defend ourselves and our
very existence, and to protect our countries and our homeland. After 19̂ 8, imperialism
and imperialist collaborators tried to exploit the tragedy that befell us in the Palestine
war, and to instil in our minds and hearts a sense of weakness and defeatism. Dut living
Arab nationalism, which is poised in every Arab homeland, was a flame rekindled by the
Palestine war and the Palestine

Thus, although they won in 19̂ 8 against the people of Palestine and made them
refugees, Arab nationalism triumphed equally throughout the Arab nation, because every
Arab in every Arab country felt in his heart of hearts that he must unite and Join hands
with his Arab brother in order to safeguard the Arab nation against extinction, and to
protect Arab nationalism from becoming undermined and lost, and also to defend his children,
himself and his homeland.

The Palestine tragedy was a partial victory for the enemies of Arab nationalism,
such as the imperialists and their collaborators and Zionists. It was also a great
victory for the Arabs, because it rekindled Arab nationalism, which they had always tried
to undermine and finish. The Palestine tragedy was the flame which stirred Arab conscience
in every Arab country.

When the revolution started here in Egypt In 1952 we knew about imperialism's
antics, tactics, designs and plans to divide the Arab nation and promote rancour and hatred
among the members of the Arab nation, and also to use one Arab country against another.
We then proclaimed loudly and unequivocally that we were part of the Arab nation, and that
we believed in Arab nationalism [applause].

This, brother compatriots, was the beginning of an Intense, prolonged and bitter
battle to which we were exposed here in Egypt, and to which your brothers in Syria were
exposed Just because they reiterated the same words, and not only reiterated them but also
adopted them as their permanent slogans. Your brothers in Syria have always been in the
vanguard of Arab nationalism, and have always been the protectors of Arab nationalism. In
this way, brother compatriots, the battle against Arab nationalism, against us in Egypt,
against our brothers in Syria, and indeed, against every Arab in any Arab country who had
hoisted the flag of Arab nationalism and declared that he believed in Arab nationalism,
began.

Plots against Arab nationalism started, and in these plots Imperialism and
Zionism collaborated. And In them also collaborated the collaborators of imperialism
and Intruding exploitatlonist reaction because it believed that imperialism was protecting
its interests and gains. When the (word indistinct) battle started in Port Said the Arab
nation rose as one and stood on your side; it rose to arms, and brorthors o£ yours TOSS in
Iraq in the days of Nuri as -Sa1 Id and despite his persecution. They rose against Nuri
as-Sa'fd, who used to be the main agent of imperialism in this area against Arab national-
ism. In those days Nuri as-Sa'id stood up in Iraq and surveyed your country wishing
for your elimination because he believed that your elimination meant the elimination of
Arab nationalism. He forgot, brother compatriots, that Arab nationalism did not only
exist here in Port Said, In Egypt or in Syria but that It was a flame all over the Arab
nation; it was a flame in Baghdad as well as a flame in all parts of Iraq.

Nuri as-Sa'id, who devoted himself to act as an agent for imperialism and as an
assistant and supporter of Zionism, Nuri as-Sa'id, the agent of imperialism, brother
compatriots, was working against the UR, Egypt and Syria, and he always launched attacks
in which he reiterated the words of his imperialist and Zionist masters. Muri as-Sa'ld
believed that by so doing he was doln̂  his imperialist ond Zionist masters a jreat
service* He was always trying to mislead the Arab nation, but was the Arab nation misled
or deceived? Subsequent events proved that the Arab nation, which suffered and learned,
could not possibly be deceived or misled regardless of the methods employed.
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Broadcasting in the past over Baghdad radio. Hurl as-Sa'ld always attempted
to attack Zionism and Israel, and he used to declare that he wished to liberate Palestine
from the hands of Zionism, but did a single Arab individual believe Nurl as-Sa'ld? All
the Arabs throughout the Arab nation were aware and knew that all this was trading in
slogans intended not for the interests of the Arab nation but for the interests of
imperialism. They knew that this trading in slogans was not for principles or for
supreme ideals but for individualistic selfishness and exploitation. The Arab nation
felt that those slogans were words intended to bind the Arab nation in chains and
presented as a gift to imperialism and the enemies of the Arab nation. Nurl as-Sa'ld,
brother compatriots, tried in the past in his broadcasts and by his methods and wealth
to mislead the Arab cation but the Arab nation »as not misled.

Collaborators of Imperialism in other parts of the Arab nation also tried
to mislead the Arab nation, but was the Arab nation misled? The Arab nation was not
misled. Indeed, imperialism tried by all possible methods and means - funds, broad-
casts, psychological warfare and economic warfare - to mislead and deceive this Arab
nation, but did It mislead or deceive the Arab nation? The Arab people were aware of
themselves, sure of themselves, and they felt that awareness and co-operation were
essential, and that it was necessary to defend Arab nationalism, which flared up when
the Palestine catastrophe occurred. The Arab people, who were subjected to open and
clandestine broadcasts, the nine radios of which all of us know, used to look down on
such broadcasts because they knew that those broadcasts and slogans were nothing but
bait offered to the Arab nation with the intention of wiping out Its nationalism, to
be followed by the (?undoing) of its existence. The Arab nation used to listen to
all that was being said, but which produced only one result, which was to Increase the
intensity of the flame, to add more determination to the faith and to strengthen the
will of the spirit for liberation - liberation from Imperialism, from the collaborators
of imperialism and from agents.

When Imperialism and its collaborators became aware that such methods would
have no effect on the Arab nation, not in any circumstances, but Instead tended to
Increase its faith, determination and strength, thoughts of an armed battle began, hence
the battle of Fort Said. Your battle, brothers, was the battle on which Imperialism
and its collaborators and the enemies of Arab nationalism embarked when they despaired
of their ability by any other means to eliminate your nationalism and your faith in
your principles - principles of Arab unity, Arab co-operation and Arab nationalism.

Imperialism used money, and we all know that it paid large SUBS in an attempt
to eliminate the idea adopted by the free Arabs everywhere, the idea of Arab nationalism.
They tried by terrorlsatlon to eliminate the principles in which we had faith and which
we adopted. They tried by all methods to make us go back on the Idea of Arab national-
Ism. They tried promises, but we rejected these promises because we are a part of the
Arab nation and our existence is tied up in the existence of the Arab nation, and were
Arab nationalism eliminated in the rest of the Arab nation there would be no trace of
it in our country. We rejected this (fInducement), then we rejected threats, and
afterwards we rejected all the methods of propaganda which we looked down upon with
(word indistinct) and with confidence and determination. The result of this firmness
and awareness was the armed battle which (word indistinct).

The armed battle, brother compatriots, was not only planned for (word
Indistinct) here in Egypt but was also planned against brothers of yours in Syria,
because Syria was determined to implement Arab nationalism and to hoist its flag.
This, brothers, was the main reason which influenced us to ask the Syrian army, when
the aggression against Egypt started, not to intervene in the battle, because it was
clear (words Indistinct) that their aim was none other but the elimination of the
Idea of Arab nationalism. They felt that they must eliminate its Ideals and principles
here in Egypt, and eliminate its Ideals and principles In Syria, so that they could
rest assured that Arab nationalism was crumbling and weakening, and that their collaborat-
ors among the agents would work with them for the attainment of this aim.
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For this reason, brothers, we asked the Syrian forces, when they decided
to Join the Egyptian forces in the first days of the battle, not to participate in
the battle so that they could remain ready to defend their home country and, indeed,
to d«fand Arab nationalism. Brother compatriots, we knew that the aim Imperialism
was attempting to fulfil was the elimination of Arab nationalism. It was not
possible for them to accomplish this without the subjugation of Egypt and Syrin.
Thts ouLcoaio wae, toQthwi- ccmpatriiU, >our fcaUIo iii Tori, Sai<2 - your battle which
added yet anwthar victory to Arab nationalism . because your victory in Port Sale:
was a victory for principles and supreme ideals. It was also, brothers, a victory
for Arab nationalism in Egypt, Syria and in every country of the Arab nation.
Moreover, as I have mentioned to you. It was a victory for the smaller nations.
It was also a confirmation of an aoeomplteh«d faot and of a new principle., and that
is that the great Powers, regardless of their armaments and might, cannot by an
aggressive war Impose their will.

Here in Port Said the people and the army, men and youths, children and
women and the aged, came out as one to defend their principles, their will and
their honour. In doing so, brother compatriots, your weapon was faith and
sacrifice, and in the process you, brother compatriots, offered thousands In
sacrifice and thousands as martyrs. Xour brothers of the armed forces offered
thousands in sacrifice and martyrdom. Here in Port Said you offered hundreds of
children, who were offered as a sacrifice and became victims of the treacherous
aggression. At the same time, your brothers in Syria also rose in defence of
the same principles and alms. They proclaimed their support of their brothers
in Egypt and blew up the oil plpe.iine-s, and they said that the war in Fgypt was
a war on Syria and that the aggression against Egypt was aggression against Syria.

Brothers of yours in Iraq also rose to meet with their bare breasts the
bullets of Hurl as-Sa'ld and offered themselves in sacrifice to prove to the whole
world that there were people In Baghdad who believed In Arab nationalism and were
ready to offer their lives and blood for its sake, for its honour and for its
prestige. Brother citizens, your brothers in every Arab country rose - in Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, the Sudan, North Africa, Lebanon and In every Arab country - all
hoisting the flag of Arab nationalism and conscious that their battle was your
battle and that the fate of all was one, because the Arab nation, in all its parts,
was bound together.

At this time when sacrifices were being made and blood was being shed,
imperialist collaborators in various parts of .the Arab homeland began to sine the
praises of their masters, the Imperialists, who were committing aggression against
us with their fleets and who were attacking us with their, aircraft, believing that
in only a few hours Arab nationalism would be buried under the soil. Spite was
evident in their eyes and faces. In their weak reasoning and hatred they were
unable to appraise that this unarmed Arab people would defeat the great Powers c.nd
turn them from first-rate into second-rate. Powers. The collaborators of Imperial-
ism throughout the Arab homeland awaited the victory of imperialism so that they
might reap their share of the spoils, so that they might rule and offer the Arab
nation to imperialism as an easy morsel, and so that Zionism might achieve its
avowed hopes in the Arab homeland.

But the faith of Arab nationalism triumphed over imperialism and its
collaborators. 'Arab nationalism was not destroyed or buried. In fact it emerged
from Port Said with stronger determination, faith and vigour [applause]. Arab
nationalism emerged from Part Said wounded, but the wound gave it impetus to forge
ahead in its' path. Arab nationalism emerged from Port Said and from every Arab
country to see that the Arab people were determined to consolidate this Arab nation-
alism. The result of this common struggle was the birth of the UAR [applause].
Your will and the will of your brothers In Syria united, having a common fate, exist-
ence and future. We had to fight so that we might determine this fate as one man.
We united and the UAR emerged to represent a great Power protecting Arab nationalism
and solidarity and raising the flag of Arab unity and resolving to proceed in its
path to complete its battle to consolidate freedom and independence which we obtained
by bloodshed.
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The birth of the UAR was a great blow to Imperialism and Its collaborators,
and to Zionism and its hopes. Imperialism and its collaborators believed deeply
that the Arab nation must be disunited in order that the region might be placed with-
in spheres of influence. They felt that the victory of Arab nationalism meant the
end of foreign influence and the beginning of Independence, the beginning of a great
State in this part of the world which would restore past "glories, the era of Saladln
when Arab nationalism united the Arabs everywhere and repulsed aggressors and InvaB-
ers and triumphed over them when Arab nationalism stood to face the armies of Europe
which entered into alliance against Arab nationalism. But It triumphed, and the
armies of Europe were defeated.

Zionism believed that Arab nationalism would be able to repeat what had
occurred with the crusaders in the past, because when the crusaders overpowered
our country they believed they had an opportunity to occupy it for ever. But the
fire of Arab nationalism flared up, and after 80 years the Arabs were able to
liberate their country, to end the crusaders' occupation, to bring the Arab home-
land back to the Arab nation and to get rid of the crusaders' imperialism. Thus
Zionism heeded the lessons from our past history. If we in the past were able
to wait 80 years to end the alien Imperialism, today, while turning to Industrial-
isation and sources of strength and consequently to strengthening of our nationalism,
we shall be able to save our nationalism from any Intruding nationalism and to
recover the stolen rights of the Palestine people [applause].

For this reason Zionism, imperialism and reaction entered into alliance
once again against Aral* natJ.onali«tt» They believed that this was a decisive battle
in the history of imperialism, Zionism and Arab nationalism. After the proclamation
of the UAR, imperialist and Israeli manoeuvres began to face this vast event, which
represented the first realisation of the will of our Arab people In this region of
the world. In the past they had achieved their Interests and powers and appointed
amirs as they liked, but the UAR was not the result of their will; it was the result
of the will of the Arab people. They believed that this was the beginning of Arab
intransigence against Imperialist influence and the imperialist collaborators. So
the collaborators united with Imperialism to face the UAR. Their first action was
the union between Iraq and Jordan. The Arab Federation was loudly proclaimed.
They announced openly that it was established to counter the UAR and the idea of
Arab nationalism in which you have faith and which you proclaimed.

There was a great difference between this structure, which was built on
sacrifices In our country and on the will of a people who believed In their mission
and will, and the structure of the so-called federation, which was established by
imperialism to counter a genuine Arab nationalism which sprang from the people.
Therefore your Republic was able to defend itself and to raise the flag of Arab
nationalism. As for the Arab Federation which was set up by imperialism and its
collaborators under the leadership of Nuri as Sa'id, it was no more than a brittle
straw which could not last long, because the Arab people In Jordan and Iraq believed
that It was an implementation of an imperialist plan and an act against Arab national-
Ism. Th» Afcato people in Jordan and Iraq felt that there must be solidarity between
all the Arab countries to protect Arab nationalism rather than the setting up of an
artificial Arab Federation to counter the union which was established by the will of
the people to weaken Arab nationalism and to keep this part of the world within
spheres of foreign influence [applause].

The UAR was proclaimed. This Republic was an expression of the Arab
nationalism in which we believed. We declared that by adopting the ides of
upholding Arab nationalism we sought union, unity or solidarity with all the Arab
countries on the basis of independence and on the basis of getting rid of spheres
of influence. But deep in our hearts we felt that imperialism would not despair
and that it would try to concentrate all its strength against this Republic to
weaken It and thus destroy Arab nationalism. We felt, brothers, that whoever
wanted to place this region within spheres of influence would work and work by
every means to combat the idea of Arab nationalism and the UAR and all the enemies
of Arab nationalism and would combat the idea of the UAR, We felt that the union
and what would follow after union would make us Join together to face the battles.
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The battles uegan after union. Blttler battles began, long battles began
and concentrated battles began. The aim of the battles which began after union was
the same aim of the battles we faced before union, to destroy Arab nationalism.
Imperialism and its collaborators were the basis of these battles. Zionism was the
basis of these battles. Then a new element pppeai-ed in these battles Inside our home-
land besides the oollaboSBtors, pf ^TJrcriallfrm The Communist agents appeared who
"did not believe at all In Arab nationalism and who were always working to undermine
the Idea of Arab nationalism and replace It by the Idea of factionalism (Arabic:
shu'ublynh).

The Communists appeared and unmasked their faces in our country. I announced
to you from this place last year how the Communist Party in Syria conspired against the
union and against the Republic and how the Communist Party in Syria conspired against
the UAR. I then announced how the Communist Party in Iraq conspired against the Union
and against the UAR and how the Communist Parties In the Arab countries declared a mad
war against Arab nationalism and against the Idea of Arab nationalism. They forged
the slogans and forged the principles in which we believed.

After union the Communists throughout the Arab nation declared war on Arab
nationalism and on the Arab union and on the UAR. They thought they would succeed
where imperialism and its collaborators had failed. They felt that they would be
able to deceive the Arab nation with false slogans and by misleading it. They emerged
with false slogans to mislead the Arab nation and to mislead the Arab people. But the
Arab people, who faced imperialism and the agents of imperialism and who fought In Fort
Said and sacrificed martyrs and blood and fought in Algeria, Lebanon and everywhere to
preserve their Independence, were not to be deceived by the lies of the Communists or
by the misconception of the Communistsj they unmasked them and then Isolated them and
hoisted the flag of Arab nationalism high and victorious (?throughout the Arab homeland).

In the past we have not been misled by imperialism, or by supporters of
imperialism. During the past year we have not been misled by the Communist agents
or by the slogans of the Communist agents. Today, when we look at the pressure
imposed by the Communists on our homeland, those Communists who had disowned their
homeland and their nationalism and who had disowned their country and their Arablsm,
we find that those agents have been exposed by the Arab people in every Arab country.
They have been disowned by every Arab people in every Arab country because we do not
differentiate between a Communist agent and the supporters of imperialism. We want
our homeland completely free and for ourselves. In no circumstances shall we ever
surrender our reins to the supporters of imperialism or to the Communist agents. We
want our homeland pure for ourselves and for our children. We want it to remain pure
and free. We want it to emanate from our will, our conscience and our hearts. Dear
brother citizens, in no circumstances shall we ever consent to be misled by the agents
(words indistinct) or to be frightened by the supporters of imperialism.

The Arab people who fought In the past, the Arab people who were martyred in
the past and who gave in sacrifice their sons, their blood and their lives, can never
be misled because through their long experience they have exposed the supporters of
imperialism and the Communist agents. Through their long experience the Arab people
know who works for them, for their freedom and for their future and to strengthen their
will. They also know who works to deceive them, to humiliate them and to drag them
along the streets and roads. Dear brother citizens, after all those long battles we
will never let the supporters of imperialism and the Communist agents take hold of us,
and we will never be misled by the slogans of the Communist agonts, in the same way as
we have never been misled by the slogans of the supporters of imperialism in the past.

After the establishment of the union the supporters of Imperialism grouped
themselves with the Communist agents against Arab nationalism, because each of them found
that it was in his interest to destroy Arab nationalism and dismember It. But the Arab
people, who faced the battles in the past against internal exploiting domination and
external exploiting domination, took it upon themselves to destroy the supporters of
imperialism and the Communist agents* Today, dear brother citizens, when we look at
the Communist agents in every part of the Arab nation, we find that the Arab people
have disowned them because the Arab people cannot possibly be led by agents. The Arab
people have disowned them because they have exposed their false slogans.
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In Iraq, dear brother citizens, we have a clear example. The Communists
went to Iraq and raised their false slogans from the first day of the revolution.
Those slogans, the false slogans, called for democracy and for freedom. But they were
unable to continue to mislead the Iraqi people because the circumstances foreed them
to expose their intentions, to expose the hidden part of their souls, and to reveal
themselves as agents. In Iraq, the Communist agents, during the first days of the
revolution, were able to march and mislead the sons of Iraq with glittering slogans.
But soon enough the Iraqi people exposed them. They found them to be agents who
wanted to subjugate them, and who wanted to destroy all free opinion and thought in
Iraq. The Communists began to reveal their faces in Iraq four months after the Iraqi
revolution. In doing so they were compelled to reveal their envy of Arab nationalism.
Their method to achieve this was to attack the UAR; to attack the struggle of the UAR
people, here in Egypt and there in Syria; to falsify the slogans and then to work to
lead the good Arab people in order to mislead and humiliate them.

They were able to mislead the people of Iraq some of the time. But the people,
who had not been misled by Nurl as-Sa>id and his supporters, were aware and were not
misled by the Communists. The Communists were not able to deceive the Iraqi people
because they were able to expose them when they found them mobilising their forces to
destroy every nationalist loyal to his homeland, Indeed every nationalist loyal to his
nationalism. For some time, the Communists were able to contain their envy, but they
were unable to contain themselves for any length of time. They declared openly and
clearly that they were hostile to Arab nationalism, hostile to the UAR, and that they
wanted international factionalism (Arabic! umamiyah shu'ubiyah), and that they would
try by every possible means, no matter how base and low, to proceed on their way until
they established for themselves a strong base in Iraq from which they could leap into
other parts of the Arab nation.

Were the people of Iraq deceived? Dear brother citizens, if we examine the
state of affairs in Iraq today, we find that the Iraqi people have exposed the
Communists and have not been misled by these false slogans. After their isolation in
all parts of the Arab nation, the Communists have also been exposed and Isolated in Iraq,
Today, they are trying by every possible means to deceive and mislead once more, means
used by imperialism in the past against us but which did not mislead the Arab people.

These speeches made in the past, before the battle of Port Said and after it
and after union, are the same speeches which are today repeated by the Communists, who
hope that by scrutinising the things which imperialism unsuccessfully tried to spread
amongst the Arab nation they will be able to find other things which they may spread
among the sons of the Arab nation. The Communist agents, however, will never achieve
any success. They kept trying by every possible means to ally themselves with Iraq's
Qasim ("divider") in order to destroy Arab nationalism in Iraq and in the other parts of
the Arab homeland. Zionism co-operated with the Communist agents, and the supporters
of imperialism with imperialism, for the purpose of destroying Arab nationalism. Qasim
found that Arab nationalism constituted a danger to his ambitions because Arab national-
ism might reach the extent of (indistinct word) or a union, despite the fact that we have
always tried to convince him that we accept solidarity in the same sense as we con-
solidated ourselves with him when revolution broke out. But his bitter envy against
Arab nationalism collaborated with the envy of the supporters of imperialism and with
that of the Communist agents against Arab nationalism. They began a bitter campaign
against Arab nationalism, using the same methods which were employed before the battle
of Port Said, before union and after. But will those methods which failed in the past
succeed? Will they succeed because they have been adopted today by Iraq's Qasim and by
the Communist agents? Dear brother citizens, Qasim tried in the past, and in his early
days he tried in his war against Arab nationalism to divide this Arab nationalism into
groups and parties and to attain the aim which imperialism failed to attain.

Qasim tried to divide Iraq and the Arab nation. When he failed in this, and
when he found that despite all his tactics and means, and after putting the free in Iraq
in fetters and after dragging them and hanging them, and also after spreading his poison
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in Iraq, he could not divide Iraq, or the Arab nation or instil dissension and hatred
among it. Iraqta and the Arabs' Qasim turned into a sinner (Arable: athlm) against
Iraq and the Arabs.

Now, brother citizens, Iraq's Qaslm comes forth with new, nay old, ideas which
imperialism failed to carry out. In this he is assisted by imperialist collaborators
and agent Communists who have dedicated themselves to attack Arab nationalism and strike
at it. He comes forth with a fresh idea every day. He dally puts forward proposals
and a speech. Forgetting for the moment the insults and curses, he tries to deceive
Arab nationalism and the Arab (?natlon)«

At the beginning of the Iraqi revolution Qaslm said that Iraq would liberate
Palestine. He said; "Welcome. Ve will open our frontiers so that Iraq's army may
advance and Join the OAR army and stand with us on the frontier" [applause]. When
Israel attacked us In Syria, we asked Iraqis and Arab's Qaslm to send his army, but he
ignored this appeal and request. It was then clear that such talk was but a repetition
of what Nuri as-Sa'ld used to say in the past in order to deceive and mislead the Arabs.

Then Iraq's Qasim came forward to say: "Why cannot we surprise Israel and
save Palestine In 24 hours?" We said to him: "Welcome to Iraq's army in Syria, to
work with us for the realisation of Arab alms." Subsequently, however, he came
forward with a crooked idea, utterly without beginning or end [applause]. Iraq's
Qaslm said that Palestine had been occupied by Egypt and Israel, and that when we
entered Palestine in 19̂ 8 and fought there for the rights of the people of Palestine
and their freedom we simply occupied Palestine, just as Israel did. In this Abd
al-Karlm Qaslm tried to Justify what he had previously said, namely that when the
battles were raging between our army and the Israeli army he used to go out for a walk
along the front and, as he said, the Jews did not dare shoot at him or confront him.
I think he would have liked us too to have gone for walks along the frontier, or to
stand still there until Israel could occupy the whole of Palestine.

These crooked and false ideas are well known to the Arab people in every Arab
country [applause]. We want to know this from Iraq's Qasim, the sinner against Iraq
and all the Arabs, who declared that he wanted to leave the people of Palestine to
liberate Palestine: How can the people of Palestine, sinner, liberate the people of
Palestine. How can the people of Palestine, who were expelled from their homeland
as the result of the activities of the imperialist collaborators and the orders of the
imperialist collaborators which you obeyed when you were in Kafr Qaslm, [do it]?

Qasim was in Kafr Qasim obeying the orders given by Abd al-Ilah, the Iraqi
Regent, not to fight, and to leave Israel to fight the army of Egypt. We suffered
losses, and had to do the greater part of the fighting. Iraq's Qasim of Iraq at that
time did not move because he had orders not t» fight. Now, brother citizens, he wants
to deceive the Arr.b nation and wants to say that the Israeli gangs occupied Palestine,
and also that the Egyptian gangs occupied part of Palestine. He wants us thereby to
(?leave) the Gaza strip so that Israel can occupy it, And we all know about the crisis
which occurred after Israel occupied Gaza In 1956, when it resorted to every means to
prevent the Egyptian army from returning to Gaza. But we (?returned) to Gaza despite
their determination. A serious crisis ensued, because they wanted Gaza at that time
to remain weak and without protection, so that Israel could expand and annex it to its
domains.

These are the false slogans and crooked ideas put forward by the sinner of
Iraq, alias Iraq's and the Arabs' Qasim. He is now a Qaslm of Iraq and of the Arabs,
and a sinner against all the Arabs with the ideas by which he wants to deceive the
Arab nation and defend his ugly crime. Iraq's Qaslm of Iraq has come forward with
the idea not of the making of Iraq's Qasim but one previously inspired by Imperialism,
and still inspired by it.
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When we think of this rabid campaign* my toother citizens, whioh la emanating
from Baghdad against the UAR, a campaign in which Iraqis Qasim collaborates with the
agent Communists and the imperialist collaborators against Arab nationalism, we remember
our past battles against Zionism and imperialist collaborators and imperialism. We
also remember our battles against invasion and navies, and recall our past victories.
We then say that we shall, God willing, triumph Just as we did in the past, because we
believe in principles and sublime ideas, and believe that we have a mission which we
must fulfil [applause].

Brother citizens, your battle in Fort Said was an Illustrious example.
Port Said sacrificed its children for Arab nationalism. It .offered martyrs, and
tasted hell from raids, aircraft and navies. All this, however, did not make
Fort Said or its people renounce their nationalism, Arabism, or principles. They
emerged more determined and resolved.

Now, my brother citizens, we find our brothers in Iraq facing threats and
persecution at the hands of the agent Communists and Iraqis Qasim. They face dragging
to death and torture and all that Ban can conceive by such methods. But we believe
that, with God's help they will come out of this tribulation more determined and
resolved to attain victory for Arab nationalism and to raise its flag in th« way it
was raised here In Port Said.

Brother compatriots, these battles raging round us - these battles, to which
we have become accustomed, against ourselves, our country, our freedom and against our
nationalism - can in no way distract us from our great aim, and that aim is the
reconstruction of our homeland. I have told you that we want to repay some of the debt
to the victims who lost their lives in this country in the cause of the freedom of their
country and of the consolidation of its independence. Our way, brother compatriots,
to repay this good deed on their part and to acknowledge their sacrifice and to express
our gratitude and appreciation to them is to build up our country, to sacrifice the
greater portion of our time, and to sacrifice our sweat in the same way as they
sacrificed their blood, for the sake of the building of our country and homeland.
This, brothers, is our way. The battles around us will under no circumstances divert
us from the continual reconstruction of our country in a solid, mighty, and strong
form. We are marching on this road with all possible will, determination and faith.

Prom this place I told you, brother compatriots, last year that I had charged
Baghdad! to draft a plan for the Increase of the national income and to draft a five-
year plan. Today, brother compatriots, we are putting this plan into affect, we are
subjecting it to a study for the purpose of doubling the national income In our homeland
and country within a period of 10 years. This is a duty and a struggle for us. This,
brother compatriots, is the major duty by which we can consolidate this Independence
and freedom. By the help and will of God we shall be able to double the national
income within 10 years, and after this we shall redouble it in five years.

It is possible, brother compatriots, that some of us have come forward and
said: Why have these burdens been imposed en us, this generation; the burdens of the
independence, the consolidation of the Independence, the nationalisation of the Canal,
the defence of the Canal, the raising of the flag of Arab nationalism and the defence
of that flag and its ideal, and in addition the burdens of reconstruction and doubling
the [national] income in 10 years. It is possible that some of us have come forward
and asked why this generation alone is bearing these great burdens.

However, I say to you, brothers, that my belief, which you confirm day after
day, is that this people, a people who have faith in their right to freedom and life,
are embarking on their great experiment in reconstruction with the willingness of a
people with faith and determination; the willingness of a people who believe in
recompensing themselves for the opportunities which our fathers and forefathers wished
to fulfil but of which they were deprived. They are embarking on the experiment with
the willingness of a people who believe in their responsibility and the commitments
accompanying such responsibilities, and with the willingness of a people who wish to
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express their gratitude for the good deed of those who sacrificed themselves in
the cause of independence and its consolidation.

It is a source of pride, brother compatriots, that the effects of the
triumph which awaits us at the end of the present stage of our struggle for the
reconstruction of our society will not be confined to us within our Republic but
will extend to beyond the borders of our Republic. This triumph, brother
compatriots, will be an inducement to the whole of our Arab area, the area which
surrounds us, to build, reconstruct and develop Itself. It will be, brother
compatriots, an inducement by which we shall witness progress taking place in our
country, and in the Arab area round us as well. Our victory in 1956, brother
compatriots, was an inducement to a whole area and to all the Afro-Asian peoples,
and similarly the new victory which we shall accomplish in building and reconstruct-
ion will be a great inducement and, indeed, it will have a great value which will
affect us and affect the areas around us.

Brother compatriots, by embarking on this experiment and by taking upon
ourselves the responsibility, we are presenting a proof of how deep-rooted Arab
nationalism is, and of its ability to undertake reconstruction, and a proof that
Arab nationalism, which represents the unity of the Arabs for their freedom and
independence and for their development, is an original and constructive ideal.
It is an ideal which progresses and develops and it represents a political
revolution as well as a social revolution. Arab nationalism, whose slogan we
have proclaimed, is an admission of our existence and a proclamation of the state
in which we find ourselves. If Arab nationalism, brother compatriots, has proved
in its political revolution that it is capable of achieving victory, and of fulfill-
ing liberation for the Arab countries, followed by unity and co-operation, then
Arab nationalism is also capable of achieving victory in the battles of reconstruct-
ion. Arab nationalism, which, by its political revolution, was able to wrest
freedom from usurpers, is capable today, in the face of the challenge confronting
it, of proving to the whole world that it has the ability to advance in its social
revolution in the same way as it has advanced in its political revolution.

Arab nationalism is progressing in its social revolution. We, the UAR,
the vanguard of Arab nationalism, march forward in our social revolution raising
our slogan that we want to bring about the realisation of a socialist, democratic
co-operative society. We shall transform these slogans into production. We
shall transform this social revolution into material realities and into facts to have
faith in, into spiritual facts. My brother compatriots, as we triumphed in our
battle for freedom and independence, to strengthen and consolidate this freedom and
independence with martyrs and bloodshed, we shall triumph in our social battle for
the development of our fatherland, for the construction of our country, for the
creation of the socialist democratic society in which we believe with sweat and
work.

We fought in the past and offered martyrs, sacrifices. We shall work in
the future for the construction of this country and to prove to the world that Arab
nationalism is a constructive movement, is a political and social revolution, is a
revolution for freedom and independence and for work and construction, a revolution
for principles, for supreme ideals, for the establishment of a society over which
prosperity will spread its wings.

This is our nationalism which we believe to be the source of our strength.
These are our principles which we believe to be the way to our social revolution.

Brother compatriots, it is opportune for Arab nationalism to prove that it
possesses a belief, a belief derived from our hearts and our experience as well as
from our past and present. It is not a belief imported from abroad, not Imposed on
us from without. It is a belief emanating from our soil, from our blood, spirit and
hearts. We have announced, brother compatriots, that this belief is democratic
co-operative socialism and that we shall all work for the development of our country
in its social revolution. We shall all work to our utmost to develop this democratic
co-operative socialism to meet society and its demands.
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Brother compatriots, after having struggled and fought, today we enter the
battle of construction. As the United Arab Republic was fated to plunge alone - for
the cause of Arab nationalism - Into the battle of Independence and to grasp freedom
and to make sacrifices for this battle, It was imperative for us, It was Imperative for
this Republic to fight for Arab'nationalism the social battle, the battle of social
development as the political battle was fought. We shall make of our formidable firm
and well-established belief, democratic co-operafrlve socialism, a great victory, a social
victory, as we did with the political victory. With our social victory we shall
perpetuate that political victory which we attained in Port Said.

Brother compatriots, the new battle which you are facing today, the battle of
social revolution, is a decisive battle in our history. I say that not because I
believe that it Is the final battle. I wish to speak frankly to you and tell you that
our battles will always continue in order to be able to consolidate our independence, to
protect our independence, to consolidate our political revolution and to be able to work
for the social revolution and execute it. Brother compatriots, we shall always meet
battles along our road» The road of development Is endless. The road of development
is the continuation of life and continues as long as life exists. We shall pave this
road and follow It for our sons to come in order that they may be able to carry out the
great principles, the principles in which we believe.

Brother compatriots, the progress of mankind provides us with unlimited open-
ings. Our underdevelopment in the past will not have a great effect in hindering our
present progress. We must start and we must succeed with determination, resolution and
faith. Brother compatriots, we may meet some obstacles, but we should not let obstacles
hinder us. Brother compatriots, our battle Is the doubling of the national income in
10 years' time. We shall mobilise our strength for this. But, on the other hand, some
people may say that the doubling of the national income in 10 years might have a serious
effect on us. This might be said by some technicians. We must follow the revolution-
ary road in our social revolution as we did in our political revolution, otherwise we
shall never be able to effect our social revolution and execute it. Brother compatriots,
we listen to whatever is being said.

For example, in our meetings of the Council of Ministers we have reviewed what-
ever has been and is being said about Industrialisation and the industrialisation programme
during the past five years. We have reviewed what has been said with good Intentions as
well as what has been said with ill Intentions. We all know that the first five-year
plan for Industry, which was announced in November 1957, needed £E50̂ ,000,000. We
announced that we were going to carry out this programme in three years instead of five.
Prom November 1957 until now, we have concluded contracts for factories to the value of
£E225,000,000. Contracts covering the difference between these two figures, £E79»000,000,
are in the process of being entered into. This means that we have succeeded in two years
to effect the major part of the five-year plan.

Has this plan shown any effect up to now? Any project to be contracted needs
time for concluding a contract, time for the import of machinery, time for construction.
Therefore the effect of the five-year plan has not yet made itself felt, but this effect
will become apparent in 1960, 19̂ 1, 196*2 and 1963. Certain mistakes have been made;
they are very small. Any country embarking on industrialisation is- bound to make such
mistakes. This, however, has made the uncommitted and the sceptics and those who are of
the view that a speedy industrialisation of the country might be harmful, has made all
those people build up certain theories and make assumptions.

Let us take the steel works as an example. We did not have steel works, but in
a day and a night we possessed one of the most modern steel works in the world. No one
could expect that a works established in a day and a night would be as good as works
already operating in Germany for 100 years. In our case we need three months, six months,
or even a year in order to be able to train workers and to develop our production. The
fact remains that we have a steel works and workers working in it. There are certain
shortcomings, but there is not a single steel works in the world which would not make such
mistakes.

When discussing this matter at the meeting of the Council of Ministers, we
found that these mistakes oould be made good in two, three or four months. We can
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make use of foreign experience In order to Improve our skill. But the uncommitted
and fearful misinterpret this and say that the steel works consisted of two furnaces,
one in operation and' one which has not yet been put into operation, and that this
shows that the undertaking has not been Unsuccessful. Some mistakes might have been
made, and hence a delay. But we have today a steel industry, and in four months time
there will be a complete steel industry.

Some of the whispers said that some of the officials spoke of the question
of industrialisation and the lack of its progress. In the meetings of the Council of
Ministers we discussed this. (Those who attempt to say this do not substantiate their
argument with evidence. Therefore they use the word officials In order to give the
statement some significance. Of course it was proved at the meetings of the Council
of Ministers that all this was nonsense and that no official had made any utterances
to this effect. We were all attempting to thrash out the question, to economise, and
to speed up the work. We found that we had fulfilled the major part of the five-year
plan and concluded contracts to the value-of £E225,000,000 out of the ££304,000,000
total. And the rest of the plan, amounting to ££79,000/000, will be Implemented before
July, when the second five-year plan will 'start.

All the results of the first five-year plan have not yet become apparent
because the factories and works need time for production and construction. These
results will become apparent in 19<5o, 1961 and 1962. Despite the fact that the first
five-year plan has not yet made Itself felt, industrial production since the establish-
ment of the revolution, that is to say since the beginning of 1953 to the end of 1958.
has increased by 70 per cent. Also, production of electric power has increased by
70 per cent. :

Enough of the results of the work for the first five-year plan. After all
we are beginners and we cannot listen to the whisperers because they try to influence
us, as do the faint-hearted, but must march on a direct route. When we said that we
would fulfil the five-year plan In two years we did so despite the fact that we were
subjected to an economic blockade and threats. Tcday when we say we shall double the
national Income in 10 years, by the will of God we will double the national Income in
10 years and we will accomplish this social revolution.

At present we are studying the five-year plan so as to get it ready for
implementation next July to double the national Income within 10 years and to establish
for ourselves a sound agriculture and Industry. -In the second five-year plan the
Industrial programme will receive a loan of about ££̂ 23,000,000, and the programme for
agricultural development in the five-year plan will receive a loan of about ££̂ 50,000,000;
under this programme 480,000 feddans will be improved'in addition to 300,000 feddans in
the Wadl al-Jadid, and this will be accomplished by 196̂ , before the [completion of the]
High Dam. This land will be distributed to the peasants. We shall allocate a house
to every peasant and we shall give him 10 feddans and a buffalo.

We are changing our country and we are changing our society because the power
of our country will be [words drowned by applause]. This is our new plan for which
we shall work, and this is our new struggle about which I told you that in the same way
as ,we triumphed in the battle of freedom and Independence we shall be able, with the
help of God, to progress in the battle of reconstruction. ..

Brothers, we are doing the same thing in the northern region. Abd al-Hakim
Amir arrived in the northern region and, of course, the enemies of Arab nationalism and
our enemies started to spread rumours and propaganda and resorted to all the methods
they resorted to In the past. Naturally we regard all this with contempt because we
have already laid the foundations for what we are going to build and we know why Abd
al-Haklm Amir went to Syria. Because we laid plans for a major project for the Syrian
region which we wish to fulfil in a short period, and this Is Abd ai-Hakim Amir's main
responsibility in Syria,

Following the social revolution and the political revolution in Syria It Is
our task now to unite the people In Syria, and thus the UAR through the unity of its
sons can march forward to build and accomplish Its political revolution and then
consolidate thla political revolution. After this it can go forward to build up the
social revolution which is the second phase of the struggle.
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Today, brother compatriots, when we turn and look round we find that all the
plots and the propaganda are directed against Syria. Vie find the collaborators of
imperialism in the Arab countries, who during the aggression against Port Said were all
merriment and celebrations, talking about Syria, about Arab nationalism and casting
suspicion on Syria. These are the collaborators of imperialism. As for Zionism we
find it, of course, speaking about Syria. We turn to the Communist agents, we find
them also concentrating on Syria, We look at Iraq's Qasim and find his daily
propaganda directed to Syria.

This is nothing new to the Syrian people, who have always believed in them-
selves and their nationalism. The Syrian people have always stood against these methods
and invariably destroyed and defeated them. We shall see, brothers, that these plots,
in whiQh today are co-operating imperialism, the collaborators of imperialism, Zionism,
Abd al -Karim Qasim and the Communist agents will have no effect on the Syrian people
because they are fortified by awareness. As I said in the speech I delivered when I
last visited Syria, I have no Intention of speaking in detail, and I only intended to
speak generally. But on that visit I found the Syrian people (wojjd indistinct) to
speak in detail and were familiar with the existing situation and knew who were plotting
against them and were aware of the attitude of the Communist agents, of Abd Al-Karim
Qasim and of the collaborators of imperialism and Zionism.

I announce to the enemies of Arab nationalism their disappointment in the
campaign which they are launching against the UAR, I tell them that the vigilance of
the people in Syria is a strong vigilance. In the past they had 11 radio stations;
today they have 16 radio stations. These and Abd al-Karkm Qasim will never an<] in
no circumstances will have any effect.

Brothers, the people in Egypt and the people in Syria fought and struggled
for Arab nationalism. They believed In Arab nationalism. They fought imperialism
and the collaborators of imperialism. They exposed Nuri as-Sa'id, In three months
they exposed Abd al-Karim Qasim and those collaborating with Abd al-Karim Qasim. Two
nonths after the conspiracies of the Communist agents they exposed the Communist agents.
They are vigilant people and cannot be taken in by lies. Moreover, they cannot be
deceived by false slogans.

Abd al-Karlm Qasim's radios talk day and night from Baghdad under the control
of the Communist agents. They believe that the people in Syria are (?being deceived),
but 1 believe that their disappointment will be great because the people in Iraq will
not be deceived by this. The people of Iraq will bring them to account in the future
for their crimes and will bring to account the criminals, enemies of Arab nationalism,
for their crimes against Arab nationalism.

Brothers, after the establishment of the UAR we had great responsibilities
and much work. We knew that after the establishment of the UAR our battles would
grow. The battles die! grow, but what was the result? Where did those who stood
against the UAH after the union go? They either went into oblivion or to the grave,
or they retreated to atone their sins or to try to justify those sins.

For Instance we hear Eden, the war criminal, who attacked Port Said, come out
of his place of retirement, to spealc and to try to present a big lie to deceive and
mislead the world. He said that he Intervened in order to separate the Israeli and
the Egyptian armies and that the Israeli army had reached the Suez Canal. All the
Arab world, and indeed the whole world, bears witness that this Is a mean misrepresent-
ation, because when Eden declared war against us the Jewish army was stuck in the mud
opposite Abu Awayjilah on 31st October and was never able, according to the official
Israeli communiques, to enter until after the Egyptian army's withdrawal from Sinai,
According to the Israeli official statements about the war, the Jewish army did not
enter Abu Awayjilah until the afternoon of Monday, and Eden had declared war against
us on 31st October. From 29th October the Jews could not enter Abu Awayjilah, Rafah,
Al-Arish or Gaza until after we decided to withdraw in order to save our army from
destruf^Jp« 3«ii1 fpnm fnHlnf V-°4TPF" *"-hi? Jews and the Imperialist countries, Britain
and France.
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When Eden utters such words Eden is excused. But when Abd al-Karim Qasim
stands up and utters such words, what shall we say? Abd al-Karim Qasim stands up and
repeats these words, Eden's words (words indistinct) the Arab peopj$, the Egyptian
people and the Egyptian army. He repeats Eden's words in a mean and lowly way and
tries to instil in the Arabs the spirit of defeat. If Eden utters these words we say
Eden is excused, but If Abd al-Karim Qasim utters such words we say that this man has
no genuine Arab blood running In his veins. We say that this man - who has disowned
his Arabism and his nationalism, and who repeats Eden's and Ben Gurlon's words and
tries to reiterate Eden's words and the words of Zionism and tries to devote his
broadcasts to disgracing the Egyptian army, which sacrificed thousands of officers and
men - thlt man has lost every Arab virtue and every Arab principle.

He will not be able to deceive the people of the Republic. He will not be
able to deceive the people of Iraq, because when the people of Iraq hear such words
they will be utterly disgusted for they will see (Tagreement) between the words of Eden
and the words of Abd al-Karim Qasim. They will also feel that every one of them Is an
enemy of the UAR. They feel that Abd al-Karim Qasim reiterates the same words which
Israel reiterated about the Egyptian army, the Egyptian army and the battle of Port Said,
which are the pride of the Arabs. Abd al-Karim Qasim, who during the Palestine war was
taking a walk in front of the Jews, Is now trying to talk against the Egyptian army and
the battle of Port Said, which are the pride of the Arabs, and is trying to disgrace the
UAR about it. Our battles were a pride for us and for the Arab nation, and a pride for
Iraq too because we were fighting for ideals In which Iraq believed and in which the
Arabs everywhere believed.

Today, brothers, as we face these battles we are arming ourselves with
vigilance and faith. The fate of the collaborators, the collaborators of imperialism
and the agents will be the same as of those who went before them Into oblivion.

Today, as we faee these tattles we feel it necessary to unite if we ttant to be
successful. We must unite. All the country must be united. No party representatives
and no division, because party groupings and division were used in the past by the
imperialists to place us within spheres of influence and to set us against our brothers.
We must unite. Our triumph against the triple aggression was due to the unity of our
country and the unity of all this people for their principles and high ideals. We
shall succeed in our political revolution and we shall succeed in our social revolution.
We shall succeed in strengthening Arab nationalism. We must unite and (word indistinct)
division. We must not allow those who try by every means to disseminate sedition,
division or party grouping to do so. Through unity we shall triumph with the help of
God as we triumphed In the past.

Our road to unity is the National Union. The National Union is our medium
through which we must form a union to unite the sons of this homeland. I have told you
In the past that we have found that the single party expresses the domination of a small
group of people and the monopoly of government by a small group of people and most of
the people are deprived of such government. Five per cent in the single party are
ruled by 10 per cent and the rest have no say but obey and perform their duties. As
for a number of parties we have found out that they can place us in the present cold
war and can divide the people In these battles... _

Therefore we have declared that we support, or that we are setting up, the
National Union on a democratic basis to represent all the sons of the people and to work
for the praaervatlon of the unity of the people. Any person working in a party outside
this Union, or working for a foreign State, or who is an agent of a foreign State, is
considered as having disowned his country. Anyone who wants to practise political
life can do so within the National Union. Any other attempt to split the unity of the
people Is treason against this people. It is treason against us when we are on the
road of our battles, and when we are engaged in one of our biggest battles. Moreover,
it is treason against Arab nationalism. Indeed it is an expression of egoism and self-
interest, and we must exterminate it by all means and ways*
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We all know, brothers, that the National Union Is the democratic organisation
which will embrace us all and not enable political parties - parties which are In
contact with foreign Powers - to work and operate on our soil and to become a means
and an agent for the foreigner and to deceive us and make us come under spheres of
Influence. Our basis for this, brothers. Is democracy. Democracy, brothers, Is not
the mere uttering of mottoes and slogans. Our democracy will be a social one as well
as a political one, a democracy In which the majority of the people, If not all the
people, will practise their full right. It will not be that democracy which used to
be forged and Imposed on us In the past in such a manner that the minority used to
maintain their authority at the expense of the majority.

Indeed, there was a democracy, there was feudalism, there was a democracy,
there was exploitation, there was democracy, there was occupation. My compatriots.
It was Impossible for us to believe that this was a democracy we wanted, because the
democracy which we want and for which we work Is a democracy free from economic
exploitation as well as social and political exploitation. The democracy we want Is
a democracy which provides equal opportunities to all. It Is a democracy under which
we rid ourselves of feudalism and occupation. Indeed, we have rid ourselves of
occupation and spheres of influence. We have rid ourselves of the effects of the past,
feudalism and monopoly. We then started to build up this society with a view to
effecting the realisation of the interests of this people. This Is the true democracy.
Democracy is not the false slogans which are being declared in Baghdad. That kind of
democracy Is a democracy of dragging people, a democracy of killing, a democracy of
torturing, a democracy of imprisoning the innocent. These false slogans would not
deceive any individual of the sons of the Arab nation.

We build our democracy on a foundation derived from our faith, our conscience.
With this democracy we shall, God willing, triumph In our future battles. Brother
compatriots, today we start a new year, we start a new era, an era of planning. The
National Union Is being formed and the people are being united and are demolishing
division and partisanship, and are exposing the Communist agents and the collaborators
of imperialism. The people are today fully alert; they listen to hostile radios,
clandestine, Qaslmlte, Zionist, etc., and learn lessons from them. *

The High Dam project, for which we have fought and made sacrifices, will be
started in a fortnight's time [applause}. The industrialisation programme will start
to yield its fruit as from I960. The conclusion of the plan will be started next July
or even before. The National Assembly is on its way to formation. Virgin land is
now being reclaimed and given to the poor farmers. The Canal is being widened In our
own interest and the Interest of those round us and of the whole world. We receive
loans from all States ready to give them to us without conditions. We have received
loans from the World Bank; we have received loans from Russia, Germany and Japan.
Any State which is prepared to give us a loan we receive with gratitude because these
loans will help us in our social progress. Our confidence in ourselves, thanks to
God, our confidence in Almighty God, homeland, are all complete. We now have
experience which will make such a confidence strong. Our confidence in Arab national-
Ism, despite what they are doing, will never be shaken. We shall never deny or
disbelieve in Arab nationalism [applause}.

The attempt by imperialism, Zionism and Imperialist supporters to use Arab
agents with a view to making us disbelieve in and deny Arab nationalism will never
succeed. We shall never deny Arab nationalism. We tell them alwaysi You have your
own religion and we have ours. Every day that passes makes our faith in Arab national-
ism stronger. When the imperialists fail, they bring forward their supporters and
collaborators with a view to making people fall into despair. Today they have
produced Abd al-Karim Qasim and his like in order to make the Arab people dislike Arab
nationalism and abandon it. However, we shall never do that or weary of our national-
ism. We are resolved on Arab nationalism, and we shall be even more determined on
Arab nationalism and Arab unity. And what they are doing will make us even keener to
work for Arab nationalism. The national base and foundation Is firm and well-established.
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We - unlike Abd al-Karlm Qasim, who is about 1,000 miles from the Israeli frontiers -
who have frontiers with Israel must be prepared all the time to face aggression and
plots which may be directed against us. We must also face their manoeuvres in the UN,
their political tricks, ambitions and attempts to seize the Arab waters of the Jordan.
We must also be prepared to face their attempt not to recognise the rights of the people
of Palestine . Only yesterday the Israeli Foreign Minister was very angry because the
International Bank gave us a loan to widen the Suez Canal. She says that the loan was
an encouragement In the attempt not to uphold International principles. Today we tell
them that they will never pass through the Suez Canal [applause]. We regard this as
part of the Palestine problem. The usurped rights of the Palestine people which were
recognised by the UN are bound to return to the people of Palestine, whose land, property
and country were usurped. Our ability to achieve this is not measured by the number of
words we utter about it but by the real strength we attain.

Abd al-Karlm Qasim, who cannot leave his prison in the Defence Ministry,
speaks about Palestine, which is separated from him by 1,000 miles, but when the Jews
commit aggression against us he does not reply. He, who dares not leave the Defence
Ministry and goes outside Baghdad - he has not visited any Iraqi town - laughs at the
Arabs and tries to mislead the Arab peoples, but the Arab peoples have heard a great
deal of this sort of big talk. When he liberates himself from the Defence Ministry
and can move in Baghdad, when he liberates himself from Baghdad and can tour Iraq, then
he can talk about liberating the Arabs, Palestine, Syria or Egypt, as he says. I
cannot imagine that a man Imprisoned in the Defence Ministry, where he sits in fear,
can say that he will liberate everyone from oppression, repression and such-llke empty
words [applause].

We have heard such Ideas daily and have been amused by them. We are watching
to see what examples he sets which will be recorded in history. All we wish Abd
al-Karlm Qasim is that God may restore to him his reason [word drowned by applause] and
bring him back to the straight and sound path. He imagines that we are plotting against
him. Of course this is unfounded. When God restores his reason for him, when he
follows the Arab and national path and when he belongs to the Arabs, not to the enemies
of the Arabs, there can be no reason for dispute between us and him. He imagines that
he can achieve what Nuri as-Sa'id failed to achieve in destroying Arab nationalism.
But he can in no way achieve this. He says that he will liberate us. All we wish to
say 1st Liberate yourself from the prison in the Defence Ministry and go for a breath
of fresh air In Baghdad Jcheers], or outside Baghdad.

Brothers, our ability to recover our rights cannot be measured by words but
by the sources of real strength and by the efficacy of these words and their Influence
in the international field. Today, while we are facing the empty words broadcast by
Abd al-Karlm Qasim, Baghdad radio and the clandestine stations and imperialist trickery,
we arm ourselves with vigilance and forge ahead in order to build this homeland and then
to realise the sources of strength so that we may translate our words into action.

Qasim1s Address to 19th Brigade

Baghdad home service 20.50 GMT 23.12.59 (recorded)

Text of speech by MaJ-Gen, Qasim at party given in his honour by 19th Brigade in Baghdad:

Peace be with you, people [applause] peace be with you, faithful soldiers
[applause], NCO's [applause], brave officers [applause] and faithful servants of this
brave army [applause]. I am always pleased to be among you [applause]. You, members
of the army, know the extent of my happiness and pleasure when I am among you [applause],
I am part of you, and my existence is part of your existence [applause]. This army,
this brave army, was chosen by God, in these conditions and in the era of the glorious
Iraqi Republic [applause] to be free and liberated, to serve all the people [applause]
and to defend this homeland, to defend the soil of this homeland, and every inch of this
homeland which is dear to us [applause].
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We have reached an agreement with the Sudan on the pending questions and the
problems which existed between the two sister peoples as a result of imperialist
activities. We have indeed effected a great hope which was long desired by the people
in the UAR and the people in the Sudan.

Brothers, now a new world is in the melting pot. Round us we are witnessing
opportunities for peace and attempts for peace. We see that the two disputing camps
are attempting to eliminate the cold war. Khrushchev's visit to the USA and Eisenhower
was welcomed by us. In this visit we find an attempt to establish peace. The attempt
to end the cold war between Russia and the USA will benefit the world and mankind as a
whole. We also welcome Elsenhower's visits to other States because we see in them an
attempt for peace, and an attempt to become acquainted with the Issues. We have always
aimed at peace because we have suffered from aggression. Therefore we encourage any
work for peace, and the putting of an end to the cold war. Our relations with other
States are based on friendship. We do not want to be the enemy of any State. We
make peace with those who wish to make peace with us, and are hostile to those who wish
to be hostile to us [applause].

_We want our relations with the Soviet Union to be good and friendly. Prom
the first day of our relationship with the Soviet Union it UaB 'CliSSlf to US arid to them
that we differed from them ideologically. They have their own ideology and we have
our own. But this ideological difference should not stand as an obstacle in the path
of co-operation and friendship between the two peoples. We have not changed our
attitude, and our policy remains as before. Anyone seeking our friendship will find
a similar desire for friendship. We desire such a friendship with the Soviet Union.

We also welcome friendship "***• *k° -nqy We have never changed our policy
in any way, It remains based on complete independence, non-participation in spheres
of influence, positive neutrality and non-alignment. But if the USA, which was hostile
to us in the past - and we were naturally hostile to It - has now found that it should
pursue towards us a peaceful and friendly policy, we welcome it.

If Britain, which committed aggression against us and Inflicted on us wounds,
wants to offeruBSlncere friendship free from the old methods, of which we and they
are familiar, we say to it that we are prepared to forgyf- *hn "ag<: nru1 to *>?**"
era which is built on a foundation of equality. As in the past our policy will
continue in the future to be hostile to those who are hostile to us and to befriend
those who befriend us.

But, brothers, we must feel that peace should in no way mean that imperialism
should continue to dominate peoples such as those of Algeria. I do not want to speak
about Algeria and what we have done for Algeria. Of courseT: consider this unbecoming.
However Abd al-Karlm Qaslm says every day that he Is helping the Algerians and that the
UAR is not. All right, you help Algeria but we do not. But is there anyone in the
Arab world who will believe Abd al-Karlm Qasim's words. Will anyone in the Arab world
forget the incident of the ship in 1936 which was seized and is still detained by
France? We consider it in the Interests of the Algerian people not to say anything
about what we do, and we do not divulge anything regarding the Algerian people, Arab
questions or any other questions where secrecy is essential. He [Qaslm] of course
talks to the air and in the wilderness, and he cannot in any way find anyone who praises
his twisted ideas.

When we talk about peace we say that peace means that the Arab world must
liberate iteelf and that the African peoples, who have suffered, must be liberated also.
We have a role to play in this. There can be no peace while there Is imperialism,
killing, domination and bloodshed. Today, while we see the world taking a new step
to eliminate the cold war, we say to the world that we welcome this, but Imperialism,
domination and (̂ killing) must be eliminated too.

Of course there are attempts to dent the Afro-Asian solidarity in which
Israel takes part. But at the same time there have always been other attempts to
strengthen Arab nationalism and Afro-Asian solidarity. These attempts continue. We
think we must make great efforts to consolidate our Arab nationalism and Afro-Asian
solidarity. At the same time we must be prepared to face Zionism and Its malice.
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11.00 GMT 23.12*59 - U.OO GMT 27.12.59

Nasir's Port Said Speech The relay by Cairo radio in the home service and the
"Voice of the Arabs" on 23rd December of Nasir's three-hour speech in Port Said*,
began at 14-. 55 GMT, following earlier relays of the "Victory Day" celebrations,
Reviewing the Arabs' struggles against Imperialism and Israel, Nasir said that a
third antaganist, communism, had now appeared. He repeatedly mentioned oastm..
.denouncing him for co-operating with communism to divide the Arabs, for his Fertile
Crescent project and for his broadcasts. He said that Eden oould be excused for
what he had said about the Sinai campaign but that Qaslm, who had echoed Eden's
words, could not.

radio comment on succeeding Cays was based largely on Naair'e speech, or was
replaced by lengthy summaries or recordings of the speech, "Voice of the Arabs"
broadcasts for the "Arab Gulf" and the "South of the Arabian Peninsula" on 25th
December held up Port Said as an example to the peoples of those areas.

In a Baghdad radio commentary on 24-th December Muhammad Adll said that Nasir had
demonstrated In his speech that he had run out of words to hurl at Iraq. Nasir,
he said, was two-faced, one turned towards imperialism and the other towards the
people; even his revolution had been supported by the British and the Americans,
Nasir was also criticised in Baghdad radio's "Voice of the UAR" programme (see
No, 216), on 21th December for his promises to farmers, and on 25th December for his
explanation of the steel works failure, his presentation of the Palestine "tragedy"
and his attacks on Qasim,

On 23rd December Tel Aviv radio devoted three minutes of its "Radio Newsreel" to
recordings of extracts of Nasir's speech with Hebrew translations. On 2̂ th December
'Haboker1 and 'Hatsofeh' were reported to have found little significance in the fact
that Nasir had "shown some restraint in his statements about Israel",

Iraqi-Iranian Relations Baghdad radio broadcast a speech by Qasim made on 23rd
December to the 19th Brigade*. His main theme was the growing strength of the
Iraqi army and its ability to teach aggressors "a good lesson". Iran, he said,
was recklessly letting Itself be pushed towards aggression by border trespasses and
cutting off water from Iraq's frontier areas. Iraq was prepared to resort to the
UN, he added, but If necessary would "crush Iran as well as the one who pushes It";
furthermore, the Iranian people would crush the "sinful Government" which wanted to
attack Iraq, Other Baghdad broadcasts on the border dispute* included an Iraqi
News Agency denial of Iraqi troop concentrations in Araarah, and an 'Ittihad
ash-Sha'b' article discerning a concerted imperialist plan to catch Iraq in a vice
between Iran, the U*R and Jordan,

Tehran radio in Arabic quoted Iranian press comment* accusing the "so-called National
Voice of Iran" of supporting the "evil, tales" of Baghdad radio, and denouncing Qasim
for bringing bloodshed and communism to the Iraqi people, in the series on Iranian-
Iraqi relations, a commentary in Arabic* said that Iran relied on international
documents in its case in connection with the Shatt al-Arab, Another comoentary
In the same series in the home service* said that Iraq was filled with Soviet oil
experts, who might easily be spies, and that Qasim "s Government, as soon as it came
into power, had announced Its intention of not altering the oil agreement with the
IPC. In view of these developments, was it the Iranian or the Iraqi Government
which was the imperialists ' lackey, the commentator asked,
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The Baghdad Trial Baghdad radio announced on 25th December that the trial of those
accused of being concerned! in the plot against Qasim's life would! be "relayed as usual
by the Iraqi Republic's radio and television network",. The relay of the court's first
session**, on 26th December, began at 1̂ ,00 GMT and ended at 21,05 GMT when Mahdawi
ordered an adjournment until 11,00 GMT on 27th December,

Cairo radio's news bulletins on 26th December publicised the opening of the trial.
Throughout the period under review, Cairo radio continued its attacks on Qasiia and
Mahdawi, particularly in connection with the trial,

Baghdad Radio's "Voice of the UAR" This programme (see No,2l6) was broadcast on
2Jrd, 2Uth and 25th December, Besides commenting on Naslr's speech (above), it
contained a number of commentaries and reports of press articles attacking various
aspects of his policy. On 25th December the programme concluded with an announce-
ment that" the "Voice of, the UAR" was supervised and produced by Muhammad Adil.

For further details see Appendices
r Details to be reported in the Weekly Supplement
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Naslr's Speech at High Dam Inauguration I;

Cairo home service 11.13 GMT 9.1.60 (live) It,

Text of Jamal Abd an-Naslr>s speech, at the inauguration of the first stage of the High
Cam at Aswan:

Citizens [applause], thank God, this is the High Dam, your High Dam, for
which you have waited long and worked much. This is the High Dam for which the
entire Arab nation, with its various peoples, is struggling to see realised. It
pleases me and pleases us all to have this occasion, which is dear to our hearts,
shared with us by HM King Muhammad V [applause, and cheers for Shukrl al-Quwatli,
Arab nationalism, and King Muhammad], the King of the sister Moroccan Kingdom
which has struggled, under his leadership, for its independence, freedom and
integrity and has been able, under his leadership, to attain freedom, Integrity
and independence [applause].

Brothers, this is the High Dam because of which battles were fought and
for which heroes fought. This is the High Dam which has witnessed all this
struggle and deserved all this struggle - not only because of its Intrinsic value
but also because of its meaning as a symbol of the determination of the entire
Arab nation to develop its big, liberated homeland [applause].

Brothers, those who have fought to realise the aspiration, and who
struggled to turn hope into reality, and those who have not been frightened by
fire and steel, have not done all this merely to gain one or two million feddans
from the desert or merely to have 10 million kilowatts of electricity. They
have done all this to realise their Independent will, which they extricated from
the clasp of oppression, occupation, tyranny and domination [applause].

Brothers, there is no doubt that the new land we shall acquire through
the High Dam Is a very Important objective. There is also no doubt that the
electric power we shall obtain by means of the High Dam is another very Important
objective. But the greatest value of the High Dam is its worth in determination
and will. Its greatest value lies In its being the determination which this
people maintained after they had found and understood their road, become set on
it and decided that It should be the road of dignity and honour, without weakness,
illusions or desertion.

I remember, brother citizens, when the Canal was nationalised in 1956
[applause], when many obstacles stood in the way of our building the High Dam,
and when I spoke to you in Alexandria; I remember having told you on that
occasion that we would build the High Dam but that before doing so we should
build the dam of dignity, freedom and honour, after which our aspiration was
bound to be realised and the High Dam to be built.

Brother citizens, you have built the dam of dignity, freedom and honour
with your struggle, fighting, patience, determination and will and by not fearing
the big States and all their threats. You have triumphed in the battle of
building the dam of dignity, freedom and honour [applause]. Today, brothers,
you triumph In building the High Dam. Aims which are not achieved by means of
dignity and honour are not worthy of the toll of struggle. The road we take
in order to achieve our aims must coincide with the majesty of these alms.
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In their great determination to succeed, our Arab people have chosen the most
difficult road not because It Is the most difficult but because It Is the most honest and
straightforward and It accords with the ends we are seeking. Its greatest value is that
It represents a will, a will which was liberated by its possessors, who then honoured It
and determined to follow it. They determined to convert this freedom into an active,
continuous and flaming energy. After its liberation they did not allow it to stagnate.
They guided it and it guided them in setting the greatest record in the history of the
Arab struggle and in facing the era of construction and remaking their lives on a satisfact-
ory basis, after they had for so long sustained a life imposed on them by internal and
foreign domination - exploitative internal domination, oppressive foreign domination.

Its greatest value, brothers, is that it was with this determination that we built
our power of resistance. We triumphed, and proved that we could withstand storms. We
withstood storms, lived through them and lived after them. We withstood aggression, lived
through it, and lived after it to achieve the aim we were determined to achieve, and to
develop ourselves during the second half nf the 20th century through the means proper to
the second half of the 20th century. This, brothers, is the greatest value of the High
Dam for the whole Arab nation.

Ptoples erect monuments to Immortalise their great victories. We consider the
High Dam a monument representing the Arab battle and the surge of Arab nationalism towards
the fulfilment of its historic and human roles. It is a memorial which, in its magnitude,
benefits and effects, accords with the greatness of the nation which has established it.
It is a living, creative memorial and not just a mute stone upon which flowers are thrown
on occasion. It Is a new and self-revivifying life; a driving, developing force; an aid,
a potentiality, and a support in long battles over a long road, for the achievement of the
great Arab alms.

It is a continuous driving force which reminds our nation that nothing is unattain-
able if we have the determination and will to attain it. We are confident that this High
Dam will be a driving force for nations other than our Arab nation - many nations in Africa,
from the heart of which flows this great Nile, and nations in Asia, into which our triumphant
TJAR extends..

I remember, brother citizens, when we were facing obstacles to the building of the
High Dam - when it appeared to all the world that we could not build this dam, which we had
announced we were determined to build; when I informed you of this and asked that all of
us should offer cur blood, sweat and souls for the attainment of this target; when I told
you that we must depend on ourselves, our will and our power.

While we were confronting this gloomy picture, hope was filling the heart of this
people. When I finished that speech, there were great cheers among the masses of people
in Alexandria, in Cairo and in every town I arrived at or visited while on my way from
Alexandria to Cairo. Those great cheers were simply an expression of a hope, of determin-
ation and will. Every individual everywhere and all the people were shouting from the
bottom of their hearts: "We shall build this dam". It has become a national slogan and
even a national song: "We shall build the dam, we shall build the dam with our arms and
our hearts" [oheera],

Today, brothers, this hope comes true. Today, brothers, when I speak of the
triumphant Arab Republic I mean that your hopes have triumphed, your determination has
triumphed. The high spirit with which you have faced these difficult days and with which
you have faced threats and blockade - this spirit, today, is reaping its rewards. Today,
•In this place, in the extreme south of the 7AR southern region, it has faund the symbol of
'its realisation, of its determination, and its will. It sees this symbol in the building
of the High Dam [applause].

Brother citizens, this work, as I told you, has a great meaning. It signifies
that no matter how small nations are they can do great deeds. They can perform such great
acts if their will is united, if they take a decision and struggle to attain their targets.
By this great action, brothers, by this patience, determination and struggle, you have given
the entire world an example that small nations can put their will into force despite the
wishes of the great Powers and foreign treachery and arbitrariness. If small States resolve
to sacrifice souls and blood for the sake of their major objectives, they can attain these
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objectives despite fleets, aircraft, aggression, threats and blockade, and despite the
black atmosphere all round them.

By our patience struggle and determination to put our will into force we
have been able to dissipate their darkness, put an end to the aggression, go ahead on
our way and see the great target for which we have worked appear and enter Into reality.
This, brothers, Is simply an example to all States In all parts of the world.

The High Dam being built today is a permanent beacon for all States in Africa
and Asia, one which will always remind them that small nations, no matter how few atomic,
destructive weapons they possess, can always achieve great constructive acts and can, if
necessary, dig their road with their finger nails. They can dig this road even through
rock. Our people, brothers who are not the strongest nation in arms nor the richest
in funds, are able to build the greatest dam in the world and in history and to do this
in extremely difficult circumstances and amid dangers which have Included a most severe
and violent armed battle.

When our people bore arms, persisted in fighting and were victorious, other
attempts were made, brothers, to defeat them; attempts to blockade them, in order to
bring about what weapons had not been able to achieve. Perhaps starvation, brothers,
would weaken their determination, and perhaps starvation would succeed where arms had
failed. But this small nation was able to win the war of weapons and compel the
aggressive forces to withdraw in defeat with flags at half mast. They were also able
to triumph in the war of starvation and in that most rigourous period to take the first
steps towards industrialisation*

All of us know, brother citizens, that we decided, while facing blockade and
a war of starvation, to begin the five-year plan for industrialisation. We decided to
invest ££303,000,000 for industry; we decided despite these circumstances surrounding us
and which were appearing around us - the economic blockade, the freezing of our funds,
the.*condltlon6«of»starvaMoii~̂ ind pressure - that we could reduce the period of the five-
year plan so *bat«.l.t̂ o©uld«*iMBh'»inv two-years. •«» . , = , , _ , . ...**•

Despite all this, we were able to triumph and put our will into force because
our will had been freed and because we had actually built the high dam of dignity,
freedom and honour [applause]. We were able, in those days, to go ahead with indus|b|lal-
Isatlon: threats could not intimidate us, nor could blockade or starvation. In that
period, which was the most severe for our nation, we were able to carry out the greatest
acts, and to advance on our way towards the great target - the High Dam.

We followed, brother citizens, the course of setting up a basically liberated
economy on the strongest pillars. Neither threats nor aggression frightened us or
dissuaded us from deciding to put our will and determination into force, so that our
economy could be a free, national and sound Arab economy.

We Arablsed the foreign companies which were controlling our economy, we
Arablsed banks ana even nationalised them, we Arabised Insurance companies and "
natlonalTSeclThem.Then the national economy in these difficult days - the economy
controlled by the foreigner - became a national economy emanating from the will of
this people. We went on, in those difficult days during which we were struggling for
our freedom, to fight for freedom and independence, to repel aggression and defeat
aggressors, and later to build a strong, national, Arab, liberated economy. We were
also looking ahead to ensure that this dam, for which battles had taken place, should
become an established fact. /

4
Today, brothers, we have a right to be proud. We were able to achieve

Independence, strengthen it, and at the same time put an end to aggression - aggression
by big Powers, We were able to go ahead with our industrialisation programme. We
were able to establish a national Arab, liberated economy and also able to make progress
in developing our country. Today, brothers, we see that we have attained the target
which we hoped to attain In the year 1956* Today we see that we have brought into
reality the High Dam - this huge building, the gigantic building, the building which is
an expression of the victory of your will and your desire.
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By this, brothers, the people have triumphed. They have triumphed for themselves,
their nation and many other nations in Africa and Asia vfcich are facing the great battle for
freedom and oonntruction. They too have triumphed in many battles that are being waged
throughout the Arab world to preserve nationalism and safeguard the rights et freedom and
life. These battles extend from the Arab Oulf to the Arab Maghrib; from Oman In the Arab
•ulf to Algeria in Arab Maghrib.

These are battles for which you too have fought and the standard of which you have
always oarrled. .You have always proclaimed your support for the Arab sons engaged in these
battles - by offering your blood, prosperity and lives. These battles, which extend to
Arab Palestine, are to safeguard Arab nationalism against collapse and ruin. Every member
of this people knows that these battles are his battle. Any battle in any part of the Arab
nation is our battle,that of every one of us.

Through this unity aad solidarity, brothers, we can triumph. We shall never
forget that the Arab peoples throughout the Arab world, from the Arab Oulf to the Atlantic,
have supported us in our struggle and stood at our side. Every member of the Arab nation
felt that the battle was his. I heartily believe, brother citizens, that every member of
the Arab nation throughout the Arab world now feels that the construction of this dam is a
victory for him, for his own determination and struggle, and for his support of the UAH
people when they were withstanding aggression and fighting the economic blockade, and were
determined to continue their struggle until victory [applause].

Brother citizens, this is the great value of the High Dam, its significance to
the BAR people, the whole Arab nation and the Afro-Asian nations. Today we are celebrating
the start of the High Dam's construction, in self-content devoid of any bragging or boasting.
We are celebrating with a satisfaction that will lead us to greater steps. Our movement is
unaffected by fancy or conceit. We are celebrating for ourselves and for those before whom
the High Dam will remain as an immortal model.

We are celebrating this, brothers, while sincerely expressing gratitude and,
appreciation for the assistance offered_uâ ln the building of the Dam. Weoelebrate this
day wj,tĥ u_c_MrtfoTIBBî hatredLJjr_tĥ ge_wĵ o_fought agaimstus/forthey have given us the
opportunity to, triumph to win a victory that depended soĵ Tyttpon ourselves. It was our
determination to build the Dam in our liberated country, and it Is our determination to
pursue the path we wish for ourselves. While celebrating the construction of the High Dam,
brothers, we should render acknowledgements to the State which agreed to assist us in this
project by offering a loan and technical assistance for It - the Soviet Union [applause].

The Soviet Union's assistance by its offer of a loan toe the construction of the
first stage of the High Dam and of technical help with the construction has been sincere
aid to which no strings were attached, assistance dictated by the friendship and amity which
link the Arab and the Soviet peoples. It was most sincere assistance, unconditional and
free of any pressure. May I take this opportunity to extend to you, on behalf of the
Government and myself, gratitude to the people and Government of the Soviet Union for this
assistance [applause].

I wish to express appreciation for the Soviet technicians working with us In this
project and for their co-operation with their Arab fellow-engineers on the basis of friend-
ship, amity, and determination to complete the project within the shortest possible period.
May I also take this opportunity of expressing the appreciation of all of us to Arab
engineers and workers who have commenced work on this Dan and who will be employed thus until
it comes into operation and has been completed. All the Arab peoples, all of us, look upon
them with appreciation, sincerity and gratitude. I take this opportunity to express thanks
Land appreciation to them [applause].

Brother citizens, the world today is passing through a decisive stage In history.
It is proceeding towards peace and harmony, and toward* consideration for the States which
opportunity had formerly passed by. We have contributed to the creation of this atmosphere.
We have affirmed by our determination and will that the policy of force which prevailed in
the 19th century cannot succeed In the 20th century. We established this by our resistance
to the triple aggression against our country, and by our determination, our determination to
build the High Dam.
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The small nations cannot be defeated if their will Is united and their
resolution firm. You have been united in your will and sincere in your determination
to defend your country's freedom. You have Indeed defended your country against
aggression and invasion. You have triumphed and you have been united in voice and
in determination to build the High Dam, in whose construction we have encountered all
sorts of obstacles* Your will has triumphed, and here you are now building the High
Dam. Therefore, brother citizens, you have laid down a new principle in the 20th
century. This principle Is that the small nations cannot In any way relinquish their
free will or give up their resolution. They will, moreover, proceed with their
determination to the end, and achieve their aspirations.

The methods used in the 19th century for the domination of one State over
another - a big Power over a small State - are outworn. No people, however limited
their weapons, can accept them. In defending your freedom, brothers, you have set an
example of how small nations defend their freedom. You have also demonstrated,
brothers, by your determination to build this Dam, how nations can carry out their will.

Today, while we are facing this new phase in the history of mankind and the
whole world, today, while we are awaiting a world summit conference, we believe that we
have laid down and founded a great subllae principle, that is that the sitall States
shall proceed in their course and endeavour to develop their economy. Today, brothers,
we feel pround that the big Powers have begun to realise that these States will never
submit, accept domination or exploitation, or agree to remain within the spheres of
Influence, or to remain a source of raw materials. They wish to take their proper
place in the world and consequently in life.

We have established this now. We feel that all States are adopting this
lesson, which we have set before the whole world in our struggle for freedom and for the
construction of the High Dam. It Is a lesson for the achievement of which we have
offered up martyrs and sacrifices. Nevertheless, we feel that by this lesson we have
served all humanity. The parts of all humanity complement each other and are linked
together. There should be no distinction or discrimination among the peoples. The
right to development and for a prosperous life should not be accorded to certain peoples
while others are being deprived of It. Today we feel proud that we have fought, and
have proved to the whole world this great lesson. We shall proceed In our path relying
upon God and our unity and ourselves. Hay God grant you success, and peace and mercy
be upon you.

Arab Palestine Committee's Memorandum to Arab League States Ĉ

Baghdad home service l̂ .JO GMT 8.1.60

Text of "memorandum sent to the Arab League member States by the Arab Higher Committee
for Palestine, dated 9th November 1959":

His Excellency the honourable Foreign Minister of the Iraqi Republic, Baghdad:

Peace be with you. The cause of Palestine Is going through a delicate stage
these days. The enemies are exerting all their efforts in an attempt to liquidate it
and wipe out all trace of its Arab populace, as is evident from the web of plots which
they are still hatching against the Arabs. They are seizing every opportunity of
carrying out these plots, whether at the present session of the UN General Assembly or
at the forthcoming international conferences, including the summit conference. Britain,
for Instance, is insisting on putting Middle East problems on its agenda.

The statement recently made by the American Secretary of State calling on the
Arabs to negotiate with the Jews with an eye to liquidating the state of tension arising
from the Palestine problem, the statements from time to time that the subsidies to UNRWA
are running short and will eventually be exhausted, the brutal maltreatment of the Arabs
In occupied Palestine, Ben Gurion's recent statement during the election campaign that
both banks of the Jordan must be merged with the Jewish State, and many other statements,
present the Arabs with fresh evidence of the imperialist-Zionist designs for the liquid-
ation of the Palestinian problem.
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/roui C.T, Crowe

. 17 Si
January 28, I960.

on January 25 /-resident Npseer gave a long press conference
for the German journa lists accompanying Professor Krhard. The
full text of the questions and answers v«as published in the Cairo
press on January 27. "he President said little that was new;
but since his replies constitute a fairly full account of his
current philosophy at home and abroad, the following sunraary of
what he said may be useful.

2. The President said that the U, A. ti. aimed to double the
national income in ten years: the first five year plan would begin
next July. They niuet invest £E400 million in industry and £i£4§0
laillion in agriculture. So they needed co-operation with Germany:
indeed they could not achieve their aim without the support and
co-operation of developed countries *s uchm as_.theJap vie t Un ion.

I Germany, Britain....and the United States'*.

3. The U*/,..x. needed foreign capital, but they preferred loans
to private investment* Foreign investment meant paying interest
for ever - they had had bitter experience of this in the past,
especially with the Suez Geual Company - but foreign loans were
ultimately paid o f f , and that was that. However, they were not
entirely against foreign investment, especially where they .needed
technical help to run a concern, as for instance with iron and
steel works and pharmaceutical factories. A law of 1953 gave
guarantees for such investments.

4. They must be rid of the social and economic exploitation which
they had inherited from the imperialists and feudalists: hence
agricultural reform and the strengthening of the Government
interest in coouierce and industry. Ho economy was absolutely free,
for Government must step in to avoid monopoly.

The High Dsa,.... . the jgLariet Uaiop t i and_

5. The U.;,.it. Government were determined to build the High
•ihen they gave the work to the Soviet Union, sosae people said it
was a move against Germany. Tnia was wrong; it was for the

/benefit
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benefit of the U*A.E. » not it move against another country. The
Soviet Union had made an offer: the Germans had not. Foreign
newspapers were always saying that either the Soviet In ion or the
West had gained ground in the U.A.I* They were wrong: it was
the 0. A, d. that made gains.

The ..... 3a 1 1 ara Qe pres e jl on

6. This would provide eleetrieity for the Delta: power from
the High flaa would reach Cairo only* The President said that he
had mentioned the project in general terms in his discussion with
Dr, irherd.

Conaist Jl.t.y

7. The President indicated hie dislike of this in somewhat
obscure terms, referring to the membership of rteolonial powers like
France* who had opportunities, based on the very existence of
colonialism, to obtain raw materials, such as cotton* from their
colon lee.

Syria

8. Here too there were big development plane in agriculture,
irrigation, industry, pet role tea, and comaunications. Again, the
siai waa to double the national income. Foreign press speculations
about Araer'e appointment had been an organised plan "for which many
newBoapera and broadcast ing stations fell unwittingly*. Amer's
Job was to speed up reform and development and to organise the
national Onion. The U*A.d* was one country, not a federation.
The recent resignations of ayrian Ministers had no special elfni-
f icance.

The National Union

9. Parties in the U. A. A« , and in the area as a whole* were no good.
Soaae would be supported by colonial powers, others by the
coHSBWiiets, and nationalists would suffer as a result. Ho parties
with foreign support should take over power* The National Union
waa founded to give an opportunity to nationalists to build up the
country. It wae not a system of monopoly by one party; it
aabraced all the people*

10. The President repeated his usual thesis that the passage of
Israeli ships through the Sues Canal was not a question of freedom
of navigation, but part of the whole Palestine problem* Israel
ignored the United Nations resolutions she did not like: she wanted
to take everything and give nothing* The ships at present
detained in Port Said could unload their cargo, which was the
property of the people of Palestine, and return at any time. The
President categorically denied that any agreement had been reached
between Mr. Hafaaarsk^oeld and Dr. Pawzi that Israeli cargoes could
paas through the Canal provided that they were f.o.b. or c.i.f. as
appropriate.

/Iran
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11. Relations between the U . H . . X . and Iraq were like those
between brothers, who disagreed sometimes but must come together
in the end. Asked whether he still hoped to reach agreement with
the Iraqi Government, the President replied *1 think nothing is
impossible. Inshallah!*1

An. Arab Sumait

12. The .resident said that he had not had any contacts with
other Arab governments about a meeting with heeds of Arab states,
nor had he discussed this question with the King of Morocco,-

&ast Germany

IS* Asked whether he intended to establish a U . A . & . Consulate
in East Berlin, the President replied that he thought the lest
Germans had made an wmeeessary fuss about this question, but that
it had now been settled. He did not see much difference between
having a D. D. .*. Consulate in Cairo and a U.&.H. Conaulate in East
Berlin. The O.A.ii. wanted to strengthen friendly relations with
west Germany, and had made it clear that their action in this
matter was not intended to harm the Federal Republic.
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(1045/60) \ f % £ C £ ! V * u _ _ ' ^.BRITISH DIPLOMATIC MISSION,
I .. - - ' - V ',! .' ''
I A- •'
\ H p p r - * • CAIRO.

1G FEB1366 \ <
* ' B'ebruary 12, 1960.

Dear Department,

In the evening of February 10 Anthony Brown, the Cairo
correspondent of the "Daily Mail", had a two-hour interview with
President Nasser. We think that this is tae first time that Nasser
has given an interview to a correspondent of a British paper since
Suez. It was arranged through Heikal, who was himself present.
According to Brown, Nasser looked rather "seedy" and tired: he was
always tapping his foot on the carpet, as though in nervous impatience,
and he was certainly not in the best of tempers with Britain. Brown
told us sane of the highlights of his interview later the sane evening,
and on the next day he gave us the full account contained in the
following paragraphs. He intends to turn the interview into three
articles, the first of which he thinks will appear on February lo.
He was due to compare notes last night with Heikal, who reserves the
right to publish part or all of the interview in "Al Ahram" on the
day after it appears in the "Daily Mail".

2. We should add that Brown said he was surprised to find how badly
Nasser talked English; he had always heard that his English was pretty
good. Perhaps the bad English was due to Nasser's tiredness. The
interview also seems to have been fairly confused and Nasser kept on
jumping back and forth from the present into the past. He apparently
spoke of himself often in the third person, like General de (laulle.

3. Crowe has already sent letters to Sir Roger 8te"vens and BeTth
about Nasser's reactions on an exchange of Ambassadors and Zarb, but
you may like to have what Brown claims is the verbatim record of what
Nasser said.

4. On the present state of U .K . /U .A .H. relations, he said: "The plot
with Israel in which Britain attacked Egypt with Israel, and in which
Britain appeared to be the defender of Israel- at the disregard of Arab
rights, is a olack point in our relations. This has caused profound
mistrust which persists and has affected the whole respect for Britain
in the area. But our hope is to try and improve relations,
particularly in trade, ana open a new door in our relationship. It is

/not on the agenda at the moment to exchange Ambassadors."

6. On Zarb, Nasser said: "You must understand that Zarb was a spy
and guilty of espionage, and while we give great consideration to the
humane side of this case, I must give equally great attention to the
security of the country. We must not give any encouragement to anyons
who wants to spy against us. This is the main question. Israel is
trying by all means to spy upon us ana we must not allow foreigners to
believe that espionage is so light an affair in tnis country tnat a
man can come here and spy and get away with it with one or two years
imprisonment. But I would prefer you not to report this, as I do not
watffc to close any road of opportunity."

Levant Department,
Foreign Office, S.W. 1.

CONFIDENTIAL
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6. Brown asked Nasser if he could, comment on the fact that both
countries believed that each was intriguing against the other. On
this Nasser said: "We continue to support the policies of self-
determination, liberty and the end of Colonialism. This we continue
to believe and support, but you take this as an intrigue against you.
But we are a small country. We have no ambitions to have an ampire.
We support Arab and African countries to be independent. Britain
looks at Arab nationalism still as a danger to her interests in the
area, and all efforts must be made to liquidate these ideas ^/sic/7

and we consider that you are plotting against us by rumours and
broadcasts against us, encouraging splits in the Arab countries.

lBy these means you believe that you will maintain your interests in
the area, but this is short-sighted. "tfhat you believe is that by
these means you will keep your petrol. We know that the Arab countries
have to sell their petrol to Britain, but at the same time we welcome
trade relations and aid waich we would accept with thanks from anyone,
including Britain, on the basis of equality."

7. Hasser said that he was disappointea with dir Anthony
memoirs: they were little more than repetition of what Sir Anthony
had said in Parliament and in public. He haa liked Eden when they
first met. Eden had listened to his views, but had been unable to
understand tiae point of Arab nationalism and aesire for unity - he
had feared that these were directed against Britain's interests.
Nasser then trieu to show at some length how Aden's comparison of him

'wi th Hitler was misconceived, and he addea that he thought that Eden
had been motivated by personal hatred of him.

8. As another example of the failure of understanding, Nasser
described his meeting with the Secretary of dtate in the spring of
I9o6 when the news came to Cairo that Grlubb Pasha had been dismissed
from Amman. Nasser thought that the secretary of State had concluded
that Nasser was behind Glubb's dismissal ana the stones that were
thrown in Bahrain. He had had nothing to do with either.

9. Reverting to relations with Britain Nasser said that he would
welcome an increase in trade: he was ready for economic cooperation.
The best thing that Britain could do for the U.A.ic. was to offer
credit facilities: they needed especially tractors and electrical
plant. They were prepared to take aid without strings from anyone.
The Soviet Union had offered such aid, the "rfest had not.

10. Nasser went on to say that Britain should not try to retain
spheres of influence by force. She was commercially of great
importance, and she had unlimited prospects in this field; but she

(must stop intriguing. In the past she had tried to spread
disaffection in the Egyptian army and Air i'orce (and here Nasser
referred to "proof" that we had spent iiE160,OOu on this in 1957);
and she still kept a secret service in the Middle Bast. He asserted

I that the British i4nbassy in Beirut were still spreading false stories
land rumours which were picked up by the press and broadcast. He
hoped, however, that things would be better in- future. He applauded
Britain's policy of leading the African states to independence.

COHJS'IUBNTIAL
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11. On Israel, Nasser took his usual line. He was not trying to
get rid of Israel and kill all the Jews. But Israel must allow the
return of the Arab refugees. (On this point he seems to have hinted
that if Israel contained two million Jews and a million and a half
Arabs, the two communities coula live together). However, Israel was
preparing to occupy the demilitarized zones and had territorial
ambitions. This being so, the possibility of a military solution had
to be reckoned with.

12. Nasser refused to discuss Iraq, or communism. He did however say
that he haa no ambitions to be the head of a large pan-Arab state.
That would pose too many problems. He had told sn Iraqi emissary
shortly after the Iraqi revolution that he was not interested in union
with a country that was not itself united in seeking union.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY
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UIGLASSIPIED

EMBASSY

Dear Department./

22FEB19fiO
February 19, I960

Plp&se refer to para, 2 of our weekly letter on Syria
No. 1024/15/60 of February 18, The following are the main
points raised "by Nasser in his speeches in Syria to date.

Lattakia. Nasser said that the United Arab Republic was a
concrete expression of Arab nationalism and the aspirations
of the Arab people towards unity. Imperialism had always tried
to split the Arabs into small units, as the French had done
during their occupation of Syria, which had always been the
heart of Arab nationalism. The imerialists still sought tjp

in f.h^ . IT^P. tm± t.l had •nnt. m^no^* } -n^r.
would they succeed. The Union frightened the enemies of Arab
nationalism and Zionism and guaranteed the interests of the
people of Palestine whose country had been stolen by Israel.
He protested strongly against the French atom bomb test in
Algeria.

In a later speech, he said that the Communist
attempts at infiltration into "the Arab ranks" were doomed to
failure. He rejected the charge made by Iraq and Tunisia
that the U.A.E. dominated the Arab League. He said that Iraq
and Tunisia had acted in contradiction to the spirit of Arab
cooperation and that their purpose was to sabotage the Arab
League.

Kameshly; Nasser affirmed that the U.A.R. would work to estab-
lish a free and equal Society, a social democracy of which the
National Union would be the expression. Bach citizen had his
part to play and through unity could achieve the goal once
reached by Saladin.

Has sake; Nasser said that the people of Hassake had in the
past been able to prevent the imperialists from separating the
Jezira from the rest of Syria* The frontiers of the U.A.R.
were no longer determined by the imperialists but by the people
of the U.A.R. , freed from all foreign influence. He spoke
again of the National Union, of plots against the U.A.R. and
of the steadfastness of the people* He referred to the refusal
of Iraq and Tunis to attend Arab League meetings and ridiculed
Iraqi accusations of Egyptian imperialism,

Deir es Zor; Nasser, strongly attacking General Kassem, said
that the Iraqi leaders had betrayed the revolution and had
fallen under the control of the communists, the imperialists and
individual greed. Kassem, like Nuri Said, had said that he
wanted to liberate Syria. The U.A.R. would not offer to
liberate Iraq because the Iraqi people were themselves capable
of doing so. He spoke of the reign of terror in Iraq and the
mockery of justice in Col. Maildawi's court. He accused Kassem
of playing politics with the Palestine question. Kassem had
collected 11,000 dinars for Palestine; the U.A.R. faced
Israeli aggression with troops. He called on Kassem to provide
Iraqi troops on the Israeli frontier and share the sacrifices
of the U.A.R., in accordance with the collective defence.
agreament signed by Iraq and the U.A.R. after the Iraqi
revolution.

/On Israel
Levant Department,

FOREIGN OFFICE.
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On Israel, he said that the Israelis dreamed of an Empire
from the Nile to the Euphrates; the United Arab Republic would
frustrate these ambitions and destroy the Israelis* The United
Arab Republic had the responsibility of safeguarding the right of
the people of Palestine to their usurped lande

Aleppo. Nasser reminded the Syrians that they, the Egyptians
and the Palestinians, under Nour el Din and saladin had routed
the forces of agression, tyranny and imperialism hundreds of
years ago. The same forces fought the United Arab Republic.
He attacked the Par>tl pnrpniaiT»f> ay-pjftn (P.P.S.) as betrayer of
Araoism and_stoogea of imperialism who continued, in the
Lebanon, to work as mercenaries for the imperialists.. . The
Communists, now living on foreign money in Sofia, had also
fought Arab nationalism but this had brought about their downfall
as it enabled the people to recognise them as their enemies0
Kassem was attacked on the lines of the Deir el Zor speech.

Nasser announced that in no circumstances would Israeli ships
and goods be allowed to pass through the Suez Canal. Any such
goods reaching a United Arab Republic harbour would be considered
the property of the people of Palestine. Nasser again spoke of
the United Arab Republic's sacred duty to restore the rights of
the Palestinians*

Nasser said that sir Anthony Eden's memoirs had revealed the
evil intentions of the imperialists towards the Arabso The
tripartite aggression against Egypt had been precipitated by the

I spread of Arab nationalism and unity. Britain which wanted to
ikeep the Arab world within her sphere of influence, had to
Iconquer Cairo in order to crush Arab nationalism.

United, the people of the United Arab Republic would go
forward to greater achievements despite imperialism, communism
and their agents and mercenaries.

We are copying this letter to the Chancery, Cairo0

Yours ever,

CHANCERY.
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FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE
¥

Glair

Mr. Crowe

No, III
February 23, I960
IMMEDIATE

FOREIGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

D. 5.23.P.m. February 23, I960
R. 5.35.p.m. February 23, I960

President Nasser yesterday made three speeches in Damascus
which he called "The Heart of Arabism". These celebrated on the
usual lines the union of Egypt and Syria,, the triumphs of Arab
nationalism, the evils of Qasim and the discomforture ©f
imperialists and Zionists.

2. The President was particularly severe on Israel during
his first speech he saidUiat he had heard that the tripartite
declaration had been reaffirmed by its signatories and he knew that
Israel was mobilizing. There was evidently to be another attack
on Arab nationalism and unity. But they were stronger than ever:
from Nubia to Northern Syria the people had the faith t® f©il
imperialist plots. He was not surprised to hear [corrupt w©rd?
statements] reassuring to Israel, not to hear that Mr. Selwyn
Lloyd had announced that Britain reaffirmed the tripartite declar-
ation and was consulting with her co-signatories. But where was
the tripartite declaration when Britain and France launched their
aggression against Egypt? The declaration had been buried in
Port Said with the bl©®d of the martyrs. It had g®ne irretrievably
and the U.A.R. would never permit any power, big or small, t§
include them in spheres ©f influence.

3. There were also statements fr©m Britain, France aiad America
that the situation in the Middle East was-deteriorating. These
made the Arabs feel confident, for they showed that the U.A.R.
had been victorious. Imperialism, Communist stooges, and enemies
of Arab nationalism had thought that they had found a new weapoa
aginst Arab unity in Qasim but the weapon was faulty: the Iraqis
themselves did not believe in Qasim. The West had tasted the
strength ©f Arab nationalism. "These Powers" whether large or
small, would not deter the U.A.R., wh© would recover the rights
©f the people ©f Palestine in their sacred mareh. These Powers
had shown their indifference towards the rights of the Palestine
people, though they repeatedly talked about the alleged rights
of Israel in the Suez Canal and in Arab land. But the U.A.R.
would not forget, whatever others said about Nasserism, Hitlerism
or empire [corrupt word]. ^ In his
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i.. In his second speech the President described the occupation
of Palestine as part ©f a joint attempt of imperialism aad
nee-Zionists to crush Arab nationalism, Israel had grown so
arrogant as to dream that she would extend from the Nile to the
Euphrates. But the Arabs were net intimidated: all that the
enemy had done was to kindlo the fire in their hearts and speed
up the proclamation of their unity. The President ended by saying
that the second anniversary of the union found them stronger than
at any time in the past. They hoped that by the next anniversary
they would have gained more victories and achieved more ©f the
aims of the Arab nation.

5. Today's "Gumhuriya" [? words omitted] all usurped parts of
Arab [ ? wprd ©mitted] will be liberated by the time we celebrate
the third anniversary of the union.

/ ADVANCE COPIES;
Privmlfc Secretary
Sir F. Hoyer Millar
Sir R. Stevens
Head of Levant Department

aocoooocx
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A. THE A R A B W O R L D A N D I S R A E L

Nasir'a speeches in

(a) Damascus home service 12.10 (JMT and Cairo home service 12.30 and 18.30 QMT 22.2.60
(recording)

Text of President Nasir's speech at the Quest Palace in Damascus:

Dear brother compatriots, I welcome you. X welcome the people of Damascus,
the immortal city. I welcome you. This is what I say to you here in your city -
the beating heart of Arabism [applause].

Brothers, this is the holy march; what we have seen today is an expression of
the holy march of the people. The army is the vanguard of the holy march, your holy
march. This people has become united) this army has united with the people. The
army, which has been on parade before us today, will give effect to the aims of this
people; it is the vanguard of the holy march towards the realisation of the objectives
to which you aspire, of the holy march on which you are so firmly resolved [applause].

Today, dear brothGi's, as I meet you in your dear city, after a tour of the
provinces, cities, and villages of the northern region, I can tell you that I have
seen the people strongly resolved to proceed with the holy march until the objectives
which you seek are realised, until the objectives for which you have made sacrifices
are realised, and until the objectives which you are deteruinoU to achieve are
realised.

You have achieved your independence and defended it} you have destroyed
imperialism and have progressed in your holy meroh towards the union in which you
believe, seeking to raise the banner of that Arab nationalism you have always preserved,
and of that Arab unity for which you hcve struggled so hart".

Today, dear brothers, as I meet you here in your Immortal city, I feel
confident, having met your brothers elsewhere. Imperialism is trying to convince
itself that this union has weakened. What have I seen? I have seen our union
stronger and more determined [applause]. Imperialism and the enemies of Arab
nationalism believe that they can destroy the unity of this people. What have I
seen? I have seen this people bring their [the imperialists'] intentions to nothing,
turning them to storm-blown dust. Throughout last year, imperialism tried by every
means to overcome the vigilance of this people. As I have told your brothers during
my pivisont tour, I believe that this people leads, and cannot be lei [applause].
Because this Is a vigilant and constructive people, a people who, despite imperialism
and all its tricks, have continued to raise the banners of Arab nationalism and Arab
unity.

Throughout last year, Imperialism tried to convince itself that our forces
were destroyed; it tried to convince itself that it had succeeded in sowing partisan-
ship, sectarianism, and opportunism among this people. But imperialism forgot that
this vigilant people is creative and cannot under any circumstances be affected by
such methods, since it s*ru2;jle<l for long in the past and understands the methods of
its enemy.

Imperialism succeeded in convincing itself that the deviation by the Iraqi
revolution, by the leaders of the Iraqi revolution and the Iraqi rulers, would weaken
Arab nationalism, or might enable it to see Arab nationalism brought to disintegration
and destruction. Imperialism used all its methods and means against Arab nationalism}
it used armed forces, threats, and terrorism and economic pressure against this Arab
nationalism and against your holy march, In his memoirs, Anthony Eden said that in his
aggression he sought to destroy Arab nationalism and the Arab power which had begun
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In x>uj» army, and to mediate In the region and force the Arabs to accept Israel's
conditions.

What was the result, dear brothers? Anthony Eden launched his aggression
afalnat your brothers In Cairo and Port Said. Here In Syria you rose. Bvtry Arab
in'every Arab country rose and carried arms, because all believed that the battle of
Arab nationalism was the battle of life or death for every one of them - the battle of
destiny for the whole Arab homeland. The fleets were defeated; the great countries
were defeated, and became second-class States. This people, who believed In freedom
and life, in Arab nationalism and Arab Ism and in the holy march, triumphed. They

ec'-ctC themselves to Join the holy march for the achievement of all their objectives.

Imperialism found, or came to believe, that in Iraq there were rulers who
might stand against Arab nationalism, or who had made themselves enemies of Arab
nationalism and the UAH. And after the imperialist lackeys In Iraq had been destroyed
and cut to pieces by the people, imperialism believed that it could use the new rulers
in Iraq against you and against your objectives. The enemies of Arab nationalism, the
Arab nation and the FAR Imagined that they could use Iraqis Qasim as a new means of
destroying Arab nationalism and provoking the people of the UAR.

So, dear brothers, I saw last year, and I have seen ever since my visit last
year to you in the northern region ended, that imperialism hoped to destroy this union,
this force, and to bring us back within its spheres of Influence. Imperialism had
despaired of using its forces directly against us, but in the new faces in Iraq,
imperialism found new hopes - such as the Communist lackeys. The enemies of Arab
nationalism found hopes of destroying your holy march, your nationalism, your Arabism,
and the symbol of Arab nationalism.

Last year, dear compatriots, was a decisive year in the history of our country
and of our nation. That was because Imperialism and the Communist agents announced In
their broadcasts and press that the union had been destroyed, that Arab nationalism had
come to an end, that the holy march had ceased, and that this people, defenders of their
Arabism, nationalism and unity, had fallen prey to sectarianism, partisanship, individual-
ism, and regionalism.

Accordingly, last year, we saw imperialism, the enemies of Arab nationalism, and
the Communist agents, waging a fierce battle against this northern region, They
believed that they could destroy the unity of our northern region. What was the result?
The result was clear and firm. During this, my present tour, from Latakla, Dayr az-Zur,
Qamishli, Hasakah [HassetoheJ, Aleppo, Hannah, Horns and all the villages in the northern
parts of this region, from east to west and here In Damascus - the beating heart of Arab-
ism - the result, dear brothers, Was this mighty clamour which I heard in every town I
visited. The result vras this thunder which has disturbed and alarmed Imperialism and its
lackeys.

Imperialism, its lackeys arid the Communist agents realised that their belief
that Iraq's Qasim might help them to destroy Arab nationalism and your holy march was mere
fantasy. Israel had been able to convince Itself that, by co-operating with imperialism
and the enemies of Arab nationalism, it had succeeded in cutting the claws of Arab nation-
alien's power or In destroying It, th«B enabling Itself to feel confident that it could
usurp the right of the Fale»tlnl«i8 for good. That was the belief of lorael and all our
enemies, for they announced it over and over again and then believed it; because they
forgot that this people is a creative and vigilant people and cannot be deceived. Just
as they succeeded In Unmasking the ugly faces of the old lackeys, so this people has
succeeded In unmasking the faces of the new lackeys; Just as It had succeeded in foiling
the tricks of imperialism in the past, so it has succeeded in destroying the present
conspiracies and, with the help of Qod will succeed in destroying all future conspiracies.

Today, dear brothers, snl during this week, we look around us and see an over-
whelming revolution. We see statements announcing that the situation in the Middle
East and in the Arab States is deteriorating; we also hear statements that the States
of the tripartite declaration have renewed this declaration. Then we see concentrations
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and the mobilisation of the Israeli forces. We also see that those who have antagonised
us have awakened from their sleep, in the belief that there are people who can destroy
our nationalism and Arabism. But during these past few days the people have succeeded
in announcing, clearly and strongly, that they will continue with their holy march.
Imperialism and the Communist agents failed to realise the truth that today, dear
brothers, two years after the revolution, we are stronger and even more determined.

Today, we fully and wholeheartedly believe that we are to continue with our
holy march for the raising of the banner of Arab nationalism and Arab unity. Today,
dear compatriots, In every village, from the south to the north, from Aswan to Qamishli
and from Nubah to Dayr as-Zur, all the people of this Republic believe it their duty
to proceed with the holy march and destroy every Imperialist conspiracy.

What have I seen, dear brothers? I have seen this people, whose enemies
believed that their unity had been destroyed, united as one man and one heart upon
these noble principles, principles which have Issued from your hearts and souls. I
have seen the people as one man and one heart, united in love and fraternity. What I
have seen, dear brothers, is the practical reply of this vigilant and noble people to
all the plans of imperialism, the Communist agents, and all the enemies of Arab national*
ism. For this reason we were not surprised; nor are we surprised today, when we hear
all these statements which bring peace of mind to Israel.

A few days ago, Selwyn Lloyd announced that Britain was consulting the
States of the tripartite declaration, and that it was reaffirming its existence - this
declaration, with which they protected the frontiers and guarded against the prevailing
situation, I ask them on behalf of this people, where this tripartite declaration
was when Britain and Prance launched their aggression against Egypt, a part of the
Arab homeland? The tripartite declaration was issued by Britain, France, and America.
The tripartite declaration, dear compatriots, was buried in Port Said under the blood
of the people of Fort Said. This declaration has gone for ever. Under no circum-
stances do we agree that any State, big or small, shall put us into spheres of influence.

Today, dear compatriots, when we hear these statements coming from America,
Britain and France, that the situation in the Middle East is deteriorating, we feel
confident and satisfied because we feel that we have triumphed. For they believed
that Iraq's Qaslm would destroy the unity of this people, and was their new weapon.
But their new weapon is a defective weapon; the Iraqi people do not believe in him;
the noble Arab people in Iraq do not believe in him, because he disavowed the revolution,
his ArabIsm, and the Iraqi people who supported the revolution of 14th July, supported
It with their blood and lives; Qaslm and the Communist agents who killed all the free
people and dragged their bodies through the streets.

Dear compatriots, imperialism, the enemies of Arab nationalism and the
Communist agents believed that in Iraq's Qaslm they had found the new weapon, the
atomic weapon, with which they thought they would be able to give effect to their
policy of destroying the holy march and the call to Arab nationalism. But this new
weapon has proved a defective weapon, unable to operate among the people of this
nation which produces noble people.

Brother compatriots, today as we hear these statements from those States to
the effect that the situation in the Arab world and the Middle East is deteriorating,
we believe that these States have succeeded In understanding what they forgot in the
past - that they have succeeded in sensing the strength, solidity, faith, and resolve
of this people to continue with their holy march towards unity, strength, and life;
-the resolve of this people to march on to raise the banners of Arab nationalism and
Arab unity as it has always done in the past.

These States, which make statements, support what they allege to be Israel's
rights, support what they allege the UN has decided in favour of Israel, and try to
forget the rights of the Palestinians, These States, whether they are big or small,
will not frighten us, because we shall get the Palestinians their rights by our holy march
If these States allege that they protect right and Justice, then where are the rights
of the Palestinian people? They have forgotten the rights of the Palestinians decided
upon by the UN, but have reiterated over and over again the alleged rights of Israel in
the Suez canal and In Arab territories.
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In the name of the Arab people, who have undertaken to join the holy march, I
announce from this very place that if these States have forgotten the UN resolutions and
the rights of the Palestinians, we shall never forget the rights of the Palestinians.
These rights, dear brothers, come within the sphere of our holy march. We shall continue
to march along our road, the road of unity, force, and life. We shall raise the banners
of Arab nationalism and Arab unity. We shall pay no heed to their propaganda and to
what they say; they may say whatever they like; they may call it empire, Nasirism, and
imperialism; but, dear brothers, for us it is Arab nationalism and Arab unity.

They may say whatever they like. This will not affect our determination; it
will not divide our ranks. On the contrary, it will strengthen our determination, and
our power, and will make us march along the road of unity, life and power, because this
road is the road to peace and security. They may say whatever they like. They may
call it Hitlerlsm, or whatever else they like, because it is this vigilant people which
leads. nils is a creative people, a people proceeding with the holy march, and which
announced its revolution before 1958, the great revolution of Arab nationalism. This
people announced the great revolution and its course, and imposed its will and Save effect
to it. The result of your revolution, dear brothers, was the establishment of the UAR.
This revolution, achieved in 1958, was the result of the great revolutions which you
carried out In Syria and which your brothers in Egypt carried out there. This great
revolution was the fruit of the revolutions for which you sacrificed your blood and lives,
to free your country, and to expel Trench imperialism. It was, too, the result of the
struggle of your brothers in Egypt. They struggled and sacrificed their blood and lives
to destroy imperialism and the British occupation; and they destroyed imperialism and
the British occupation.

After our will had been liberated and restored and we had become free to
exercise it, there was the great revolution which reverberated throughout Syria and
Egypt and resulted in the establishment of the UAR. This revolution is not the end
of the road, but a step along the road; this revolution, which took place in 1958, is
not the end of the road, but a step along the road - the road of the holy march which
was started by our forefathers, and whose banner has been passed down to us. For the
holy march for Arab nationalism and Arab unity is not a new march, but began when the
Arab nations did, because it is a protection for the entity of the [whole] Arab nation
and its existence.

Today, dear compatriots, while we are celebrating the second anniversary of
our revolution, our Arab revolution, the revolution for unity, we thank Ood for granting
us this resolve and power to resist. We thank Ood with all our hearts, because today,
after two years of the revolution, we feel that we are stronger and more determined, and
that we are proceeding with our holy march for freedom and life. Hay Ood bless you and
protect you; peace and Ood's blessing be upon you.

(b) Damascus home service 19.15 GMT 22.2.60 (recording)

Precis of speech made by President Naslr from the Quest Palace balcony:

Brother citizens, we meet once again in your beloved city on the second
anniversary of the union and of the establishment of the UAR. While we are celebrating
our union and victories here, your brothers in Cairo are also celebrating. We are cele-
brating after a long struggle and sacrifices to gain freedom; we have sacrificed our-
selves and shed blood in order to throw imperialism and agents out of our homeland.
Having gained freedom, we proclaimed our nationalism and our union by establishing the
UAR.

Union is a revolution; it has come about as a result of the holy march in
which you sacrificed life and property. "To us, brothers, union is the greater revolu-
tion. The revolution of 23rd July in Egypt was only a revolution against imperialism
and foreign domination; and your 19̂ 5 revolution here was for the sake of freedom.
When freedom was gained in Syria and Egypt, we - the Arab people in Egypt and Syria -
proclaimed the Arab nationalist revolution which seeks Arab unity".
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I have always tpld you, brotherSj that the struggle for Arab nationalism is
not a new one, but has been going on for years. Hundreds of years ago, the Syrian army
marched to Cairo to join forces with the Egyptian army and drive off foreign invaders.
This unity has existed in our hearts ever since, despite imperialist attempts to divide
the Arab nation. The Palestine tragedy in 19̂ 8 was nothing but an imperialist-Zionist
plot to crush Arab nationalism. By the establishment of Israel, imperialism and Zionism
thought that they wduld be able to separate Egypt from Syria. Israel bragged about an
Israeli kingdom from the Nile to the Euphrates; Israeli leaders announced that Israel
must expand, and that Arab nationalism must be wiped out, believing that the Arab people
had weakened. The Palestinian people were massacred and expelled from their country
with the knowledge, and even the support, of the great Powers, We realised then that
Israel had been created as a bridgehead from which imperialism could invade our homeland
and subjugate us. We were not frightened by the massacres and atrocities committed by
Israel. In spite of all this, the brave and creative Arab people insisted on independ-
ence and unity; the strong will of the Arab people destroyed imperialist influence in
the Arab homeland.

imperialist collaborators tried to set up the Baghdad Pact, the Arab
people in Egypt and Syria rose against it, "because such pacts are always aimed at Arab
nationalism and Arab unity. Furthermore, when the Arab people proclaimed the establish-
ment of the UAR, imperialism and its collaborators opposed this move by establishing the
false Arab Federation, which was sponsored by Imperialism" .

What have we seen, citizens? The Arab people were able to prove their
existence and achieve their objectives, and your republic triumphed while the imperialist
collaborators vanished. "Today, brother citizens, we find that in all their actions
the enemies of the Arab nation seek solely to. destroy Arab nationalism and Arab unity,
and ignore the rights of the Palestinian people. We tell the entire world that we firmly
adhere to Arab nationalism and unity, and will sacrifice everything for their sake. The
new weapons which they use against us are merely defective weapons, which will turn against
them and can never deceive the free and vigilant Arab people, who always lead the struggle.

"I tell them, brothers, in the name of this struggling and advancing Arab
people, that while they may have ignored or forgotten the rights of the Palestinian
people, we have not, because these rights belong to our nation, us, the Arabs, who have
been born in this area".

The Arab people in the UAR and elsewhere are determined to strengthen their
nation. The Arab knows that unity is the only path to freedom and independence.
"Strength is the only way to regain the rights of the Palestinian people. In order
to be strong, we must organise our society on the basis of social Justice, and must
work extremely hard in order to strengthen our economy and industrialise our country,
so as to depend on ourselves and be able to face Imperialism and Israel. We must
depend on our own strength to face the aggressors.

"A few years ago, brothers, we were less strong than we are now, but we were
able to face the great Powers; we were able to nationalise the Canal and restore the
rights of the Arabs". We faced imperialist fleets and aircraft, and the Syrian people
fought beside us as they did in the past.

"Today, brothers, we are on a holy march to build our homeland on the basis
of social Justice; we are building a socialist, democratic, and co-operative society,
free from political and economic exploitation. We are building this society in order
to wipe out all the vestiges of imperialism in our country." We believe that this
is the way to strength,

In celebrating the second anniversary of the union, we feel thnt we are
stronger than before. <Jod willing, next year we will celebrate our third anniversary
while even stronger and with a greater record of victories. "We hope that by the
third anniversary of our revolution, all the usurped parts of the Arab homeland will
have been liberated. We shall go ahead with our holy march to fight and struggle for
the principles we believe in, and in the cause of our nationalism and Arabism". Peace
be with you.
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report for
23rd Febru ry,

Soviet Union,
1. Mr. Khrushchev yesterday/tcldressed a meeting in Surabaya, East Java.
He continued to boast of Russia's industrial and scientific achievements.

He said Russia would dâ aw level with the United Statê ln industrial and
agricultural production by/1965. He also olaimed thr,t ":;iŷ e "loiri rockets,
recently tested in the Pacific, would be used for flights to the planets.

Promising continuing1 Russian economic aid to Indonesia, Mr. Khrushchev
said that the rooting X>ut of the last vestige of colonialism could not be delayed.

/ Tele. p/7. Tines, p.12. Guardian.p.1
/ /

2. Pravda yeste/day declared that the Sovietjrfnion wants disarmament plus
control, not control plus disarmament. It went/on to say that"Since the
United Nations )iegan to disouss disarmament,/Che Western Powers have always put
control in the/forefront, attempting in effect to secure control without
disarmament" / Worker. p .3.

p.10.3. Telegraph article by David Floyd ̂ Behind the Curtain".
Per Hast./ /

"Telegraph article by Frank Robertson: "Indonesia's Crisis that is
Different". p.10.

5. ,4. Mr. Nehru said in Delhi yesterday that there had been no reversal of
Government policy towards Chinay Ee hoped that Chou En-lai would accept
invitation to visit New Delhi ./Tt was stated that Clou's reply has arrive
or is on the way.. Times. p.tO. Tele p.22.

lia's

6. A aew Ministry was stforn into office in Kerala yesterday. The
Goversarfent is a coalition/of Congress, who have 8 members in the Cabinet rind
the Praja Socialist Party, who have 3 including; the Chief Minister/ Mr. Patton
Tanu Pillai. Times. £. 10. Tele p.22.

7. Prince Sihanouk/ the Prime Minister of Cambodia, addressing the Congress
of the Caubo '.ian People (a "folkraoot" of about 7,000 delegate/held every six
months) said that the Communists were trying- to create anarc>ly in the
Kingdom, and that/they were plotting to assassinate him. He/said:"My Days
are numbered". He went on to say. that the Cambodian Cdmmuftists had held a
secret congress At the end of last year, and that documents latrr seized by his
Government proved that they had decided to take full political advantage of
any disorder ±h Cambodia. They had -also set up an "assassination committee"
directed against him. He asserted that neutrality rjfeained the only policv
for Cambodia. Times, p.10. r

8. The/recent visit to Pakistan of the Afghanis/an Foreign Minister, Sardar
Mohammed/Nairn, has raised hopes of an improvemen/in Pakistan-Afghan relations
Tensiotf has been high between the two Moslem nations since the ' ''rv-o.u t-n issue
first arose in 1947, and Pakistan is now further concerned ->bout the
apparent increase of Russian influence over h/r neighbour. Guardian, p.9.

Middle East.

that the UAR rejected outright
the United""-1- J —

10. Telegraph article by John Osman: "Syrian Tour Success for Nasser. p. 10.

11. A security tribunal in Jerusalem has iven udem case of 17l in Jerusalem has givenfillation to the
The

beginning
Tonnuni affiliation1

nt/t?£bfe said that the
week to try anc ,ther group

" he brought against

sit

by the Attorney-General. Times.
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FOREIGN DIVESTMENT IN. EGYPT

Extract from an interview given by
President Nasser to German Press

Correspondents on January 26, I960

Question; Mr. President, do you think that private capital, foreign
private capital investment can play a real important role in Egyptian
industrial development? If so, are you going to provide special guarantees
for the security of private capital investment in Egypt?

President; Let roe tell you our views frankly. In fact we give first
priority to national capital, then in dealing with foreign countries
we prefer to have loans, and after that we consider private investment*
As for the guarantees, there is a law for foreign investments which gives
all these guarantees.

t

Question; Mr. President, the German industrialists are not very well
informed about these laws,

President; This law was published in 1953 concerning the profit which they
can take outside the country, the conditions for participation of foreign
capital and so on> but I 'want to assure you that we give priority to the
national capital and we prefer to have loans as is the case now,

Question; Why, Mr. President?

President; Well, I'll tell you why. Before the nationalisation of the
Sues Canal we used to give 20 million pounds as interest on foreign capital.
They used to transfer this big amount in foreign currency. After the
Egyptianisation of some of the British and French assets after the Suez
war, we only give them two million pounds, so we saved 18 million pounds,

question! Two million pounds?

Answer; Yes, that is for the assets which were not Egyptianised,
Two million pounds instead of 20 because we egyptianised sorae of the
assets of the British and the French. So if we open the door for foreign
investments, what will the result be? The result will be that we will give
then interest every year and we have to give that in foreign currency* If
we have loans we will pay these loans and we will not be paying forever, but
if we have big foreign investments, we will be giving interest forever. You
understand nie. But this doesn't mean that we are completely against foreign
capital. For instance, as regards pharmaceutical factories, we agreed on
the participation of foreign capital because by that we will have technical
help and technical cooperation and they have the opportunity for further
research. Concerning the Iron and Steel Vorks we agreed to give Demag a
share in the profits because by that also we were able to have technical help
and technical cooperation. We welcome foreign capital for industries which
need technical help or advice and which need research work, the opportunity
of which is not available here; consequently, we can depend on these
researches.
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CONFIDENTIAL

The'1 Secretary of State recently
asked Sir Roger Stevens to have
a balance sheet prepared showing
President Nasser's position now as
compared with the time of Suez. I attach
a paper prepared in Levant Department
which was seen and agreed in substance
by Sir Roger Stevens before he left.
It has however been recast to
bring out clearly the main points
on the credit and debit side.

Copies have been sent to
Mr. Profumo and Mr. Ramsbotham, P. U. 3. D.

(J.O.S. Beith)
February 10, I960,

THIS1SACOPY

LN

2. -._
There is no doubt that apart from the temporary setback
caused by Anglo-U.S. intervention in the Lebanon, Nasser's
position has been greatly strengthened since the end of
1956. He may not be so highly popular inside Egypt
as he was in the early days of his regime, but he now
appears to be much more firmly in control of the real
sources of power than he was then, and he appears to have
eliminated effectively all serious rivalmms such as the
old political parties and also other potentially

COHFIDEHTIAL /serious
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serious dangers, e.g. discontented junior officers.

3. I think, however, that the "debit side" is far to^rosy.

i|.» As regards paragraph U(a), the operative word is no doubt
"immediate", but the moment Western political and financial
support is withdrawn Jordan:.and the Lebanon will surely be in
the greatest danger, whether from Nasser or from Kasem, and
although the threat to Saudi Arabia, Libya and the Gulf
Sheikhdoms may have receded a little, the ultimate threat to
their independence remains. I find little consolation in the
view that it is only because the threat to the Persian Gulf from
Iraq, has increased that the threat from Nasser has temporarily
lessened.

5. As regards para. U(b), I am doubtful about the seriousness
of the rift between Nasser and the Russians. If it were really
serious, I cannot see the Russians providing the vast sums which
they have promised for the Aswan Dam. Surely all that has
happened is that the Russians are having to go more slowly in the
Middle East - as indeed elsewhere in the world. If they ever
intended to set up communist regimes all over the Middle East
in a short time, they have learnt that this is no longer possible
since the local governments do not want it and the West are alive
to the danger. It is therefore to their interest to cause the
maximum degree of confusion and instability in the area and thus
to undermine the political and economic position of the V'/estern
Powers, It seems to me that for this purpose both Nasser and
Kasem are admirable tools. They can play one off against the
other, and so prevent either from becoming too powerful or too
independent of their aid, and thus ensur«&% that in spite of a
show of independence both Nasser and Kasem must turn to them
from time to time for help. It seems to me that the degree of
favour shown by the Russians to Nasser and Kasem will vary from
time to time and the cordiality of the relations between the two
Arab leaders and with the West respectively will vary accordingly.
But at bottom Nasser and Kasem remain violently anti-west, and
I do not think we should act on the assumption th-t because Nasser
or Kasem - appear temporarily out of favour with the Russians
they are necessarily at heart more inclined to favour us.

6. On paragraph U(c), I think it is optimistic - if that is the
right word - to think that either Nkrumah or Bourguiba is in a
position to rival Nasser. It seems to me likely that before long
Bourguiba may be replaced by somebody further to the left and
Nkrumah, even if he survives, has other interests. Jt\ *»+j C~x. 6+

7. Finally, on paragraph lj.(g)f I hope it is true that Nasser has
now become so heavily preoccupied with internal affairs and the
state of the economy that he wi11 have less time for outside
adventures. This is certainly not the usxial experience with
dictators, who, when they find their economic and internal
difficulties too much, turn to external issues to distract attention.
If all were to go really well with the Egyptian economy and
development plans in the next five to ten years, Nasser might be
less troublesome, but surely that is a very large assumption,
particularly when he is so reliant as he is on Russian financial
and economic aid. If for one reason or another the Russians cut
off or diminish their aid, he is likely to be in serious difficulties,

/when

rtow

COMF1 DBHTIAL
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r

when, unless the Americans bail him out, it seems very
probable that he will start causing trouble in Libya,
the Gulf or Saudi Arabia.

(P. Dean)
February 15* I960.

Sir P. Dean's criticisms are rather far-reaching,
think the best way of proceeding would be 1»u havu u
with Sir Roger Stevens on the latter*s return next ^
and see whether they can agree on a combined appreciation
which could then be put up to the Secretary of State.
I myself am rather inclined to share Sir P. Dean's view
that the original paper was too optimistic.

ruar.v 18. I960

You may like to see Levant Department s
comments on your minute of February 15. In general
I agree with them. The emphasis in the paper
turns largely on the purpose for which it was
designed. I think, however, that there is some
substance in your criticism that there are
implications in (a) to (d) of paragraph 4 which
are unduly optimistic. I suggest that this
passage might be redrafted as follows:.

(a) The British and American interventions
in Jordan and the Lebanon have given Nasser
a pause. He appears content to leave the
position in the Lebanon as it is, and is

rather than by direct subversion;

/(b)v, events in Iraq

3 (4) OF THE PUBUC RECORDS ACT 1951;

CONFIDENTIAL
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(b) events in Iraq have thrown up a
nationalist rival to Nasser, weakened his
claim to represent the Arab world as a
whole, and finally opened his eyes to the
dangers of the spread of Russian influence
in the Middle East;

(c) as a result he now appears to wish to
pursue, and be capable of pursuing, a
policy of deriving what financial benefit
he can from both Kast and V/est but remaining
politically independent of both;

(d) the emergence of African territories
into independence tends to reduce the
effectiveness of Cairo propaganda and
render any hope Nasser may have entertained
of establishing a government subservient
to himself, at least in the non-Arab parts
of Africa, much more remote.

2. Levant Department agree. 1 should be glad
of your comments.

Sir P. De#rf February 24. I960.

^

Thank you very much for showing me your comi'ients and
those of Levant Department ' niy minute..
The fact that The paper was meant for rather special purposes
and not as a complete appreciation of the whole situation
puts the whole matter of course in a very different light.
In these circumstances I should be very content to accept
the amendments proposed in your minute.

2. There are two points on which I should like to express
p'ersonal doubts though these need not affect what is said
in the paper. These are:-

(a) The fact that Nasser rnny be "more on nn oven keel"
between the eastern and western blocs does not
necessarily mean that the general position of the
V/est in the Middle East is greatly improved. It
may lead to nn easing of our relations with iiasser
and this in turn may lead to a genuine improvement
in time. But I personally feel - and I quite
accept that I may be wrong - that though the
immediate threat from Masr.er lints to come extent
receded, he still constitutes a very serious menace
to the Western position in the Middle East.

(b) I am afraid I distrust completely the Russian motives
and objectives behind projects such as the Aswan High

THIS IS A COPY Dam. The Russians intend of course to make as much

THE ORIGINAL HA? VV" .....
n /propaganda
N
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propaganda as possible out of this, Taut their more
serious intention is I think to put themselves
in a position where, "by threatening to withdraw their
aid, they can exert a direct influence on Egyptian
policy. Again, I may be entirely wrong, but I
have an uncomfortable feeling that whatever Nasser
may or may not think about the Communists his country
has fallen a very long way under the Russian thumb.

3. However, as I say, I do not want to argue ĵ nd am
perfectly content with what is now suggested.

(P. Dean)
February 26, I960.

I now submit a memorandum for the Secretary of State,
revised in the light of these minutes. If you agree, I
think that it might go forward to the Secretary of State

glag A. under a short separate submission. I hardly think that he
will wish to see the minutes which, in that case, could
perhaps be detae hed and returned to the Department for
entry.

February 26. I960.

i

J

4 life
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Levant Department's comments on Sir P« Dean's
minute of February 15: Nasser's balance sheet*

As I understood it, the Secretary of State wanted this
balance sheet for use with, for example, "back bench members
of Parliament, who might think that we had lost much more
than we had gained. The memorandum we prepared was
therefore more of a list of talking points and ailine of argument
than a full-scale appreciation of the present situation.
The idea was to show thnt there wna a debit, as well as a
credit, balance.

2. On the points made by Sir P. Dean in his minute of
February 15, I have the following comments.

Para. U(a) Surely neither Nasser of Qasim has any wish to
be saddled with the expense of Jordan, and we think
Nasser is now content with the present regime in the
Lebanon.7 It is, of course, true that we cannot claim
any credit for the fact that Nasser's threat to the Persian
Gulf has now diminished - but it has.

Para. U(b) The Russians could not very well have failed to
go on with the Aswan High Dam. It is in fact something
which will contribute towards the stability of Egypt,
rather than produce "confusion and instability". We
would not suggest that the fact that Nasser and the
Russians have had their differences makes Nasser "at
heart more inclined to favour us". What we do say
is that Nasser no longer willingly plays theTTommunist
game, and has realised that it is not the same as his own.
He is now on a much more even keel between the Eastern
and Western blocs, and in a position to carry on a policy
of "positive neutrality".

Para. U(c) In Africa it is true that Nasser's ambitions
are unchanged, but the high point of his influence seems
to have passed and the more countries move towards
independence the less they will want to kowtow to him.
No single African leader may rival him in the near future,
but the emergence of a number of African leaders may
further diminish his influence.

3. On the last sentence of Sir P. Dean's paragraph 6,
it may well be that Nasser will rmike trouble again in
Libya and elsewhere before too long. Our memorandum
was really meant to refer to the present situation. The tide
is not running Nasser's way at present.

k. If we were producing a basic appreciation of the
situation we would certainly have to take into account all the
points made by Sir P. Dean

I do not tninK
*

/however

CONFIDENTIAL
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however that they invalidate the line of a rgument in
our memorandum, bearing in mind the purpose for which
it was designed.

(J.G.S. Beith)
February 23, I960.

'(4) OF TO aayc RECORDS ACT m&

CONFIDENTIAL
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V
Nasser's standing

RECEIVED IN

ARCHIVES

In our recent "balance sheet" of talking points for the
Secretary of State we argued that Nasser's standing and general
position in the Middle East and Africa was by no means Jbj*
it had been two years ago. It is of some interest that recent
annual reports for 1959 and other despatches from H.M. Represen
?atives inthe Middle East bear this out. The following are
examples.
2. Yemen. The Imam is now discouraging the extension of
U.A.RTTnfluence and tending to turn Westwards, especially to
the United States and Italy, and has improved relations with
the United Kingdom.

Libya. There has been some decline in Nasser's popularity
because of the failure of his Iraqi policy. Jhe,tid.® °*L
A?ab nationalism as personified by Nasser and dominated by
Ecvut is well past its flood. The discovery of oil has shown
Safthe Independence of Libya is worth while preserving.
The danger to this independence is from the U.A.R. not from
the West. (This was from the Annual Review for 1959.
«£ ?oflowing is from a report in mid-February). The apparent
diminution in Nasser's influenced continued. Crowds in
Tripoli and other towns can no longer be relied upon to turn
out for Nasser. Educated Libyans are unanimous in regarding
the decline of Nasser's prestige amongst their class. This
could grow again if Libyan aspirations are unsatisfied.

Ethiopia. The Emperor's visit to Egypt in the summer
was Cairo Radio afterwards resumed attacks on
Ethiopian imperialism at the expense of the Somalis. me
Nile Waters agreement took the Ethiopians by surprise.

Morocco. The visit of the King to Cairo was not a
great success. There was suspicion and contempt on either
side.

Jordan. The mutual distrust ̂ ^̂ asser̂ 11-""-—
resumption of diplomatic relations, and Nasser s

Syria is suffering under an Egyptian Pro-Consul.

Persian Qulf . The influence of Nasserism has declined.
Events in Iraa have frightened the rulers. There is dis-
illusionment in Kuwait with Nasser and with Qasim) .

March 9, i960

<* ivfr
/"

CQHFIDBNTIAL
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22 MAR I960

On February 1, the Secretary of State asked

that a kind of balance sheet, showing the extent

to which Nasser's position had been strengthened

or weakened by Suez and related events, might be

drawn up for use by him in conversation. I now

submit a paper about which, since it was drafted

on February 10, there has been a good deal of

discussion. This accounts for the delay in

submitting which I regret.

February 26. 1960.

CA/

CONFIDEIfTIAL
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f The Secretary of State has asked for a Middle East

balance sheet, with particular reference to Nasser's

present position and the consequences of Suez, and including
' <

the extent to .which Nasser has obtained his objectives,

the amount of aid he is receiving from East and West,

and" his relations with the Arab world.

Aid for economic.'development

2. The amounts of aid for economic development from

East and West of which Nasser presently disposes, or which

is promised, are:

Soviet bloc £ E.M.

U. S.3.R. (for industry) bl.O
(High Dam) 135.0

E. Germany 7.5
203.5

West

W. Germany 30.0
I. B.R.D. (Suez Canal) 20.0
Italy . 32.6
Japan 10. k
U.S.A. 52.0
Yugoslavia 3.5

"348.5

Note 1. Actual drawings on western credits are about

£E 20rn. , but on bloc credits may be under £E 15m.

Note 2. Total credits from the bloc and the West are

not so far enough'to cover the £E liOOm. foreign

exchange costs of the £E 950m. 5-year plan. More will

be needed.

Note, 3. To the figures for the Soviet bloc has to be

added the value of credits for arms purchases, totaling

about £E 200m.

Nasser*s credit sheet

3. It cannot be denied that Nasser enjoys the following

advantages as a result of the events of the past three years:

A)

CONFIDENTIAL
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a) he has ail the foreign exchange for the whole

High Darn promised, by the Russians;

b) he has received large quantities of U.S. aid in

an unobtrusive manner;

c) the West Germans are also most anxious to give him aid;

d) he has the fruits of the nationalisation of the

Suez Ganal Company (with increasing revenues) and even

a loan from the International Bank which will enable him

to use the revenues for purposes not connected with the

Ganal;

e) he interferes at will with Israel cargoes in

the Canal and brushes off the Secretary-General of the

United Nations;

f) at the same time he is comfortably cushioned from

Israel by the presence of U.N.E.F.;

g) he has absorbed. Syria into the United Arab Republic

with reasonable success, and confounded those who thought

the union artifical and not durable;

h) he has continued to repress communism at home and

survived bad patches in his relations with the Russians;

i) he has recently improved his relations with most

Arab countries;

3) he has mended his fences with the United Kingdom

comparatively cheaply and without any loss of prestige

in the Arab world; and

k) he profited by the sequestration of British property

to expropriate what he wanted of British property in Egypt;

this has helped him with his policy of Egyptianisation.

Nasser's debit sheet

U. To conclude from this that our position vis-a-vis Nasser

has deteriorated would be an over-simplification and ignores

/a
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/•• a number -of important developments which tend to cut Nasser

down to size:- _ ........ _ ____________ ......... _ ............... . ....... _______ ..
V a) the British and American interventions in Jordan and -

the Lebanon have given Nasser a pause. He appears content

to leave the position in the Lebanon as it is, and is

pursuing his policy towards Jordan by developing the

notion of a Palestine "entity" rather than by direct

subversion;

b) events in Iraq, have thrown up a nationalist rival to

Nasser, weakened his claim to represent the Arab world

as a whole, and finally opened his eyes to the dangers

of the spread of Russian influence in the Middle East;

c) as a result he now appears to wish to pursue, and be
r capable of pursuing, a policy of deriving what financial

benefit he can from both East and West but remaining

politically independent of both;

d) the emergence of African territories into independence

tends to reduce the effectiveness of Cairo propaganda

and render any hope Nasser may have entertained of

establishing a government subservient to himself, at

-least in the non-Arab parts of Africa, much more remote. :
e; — B-eTJaiaBe of the danger of Iraqi interference Nasser

is treading softly in the Persian Gulf, and no longer

represents such a serious threat to our interests there;

our firmness over Muscat and Buraimi has probably had

a useful effect on him;

f) neither does he inspire nervousness in e.g. King Saud

or the Ruler of Kuwait to the same extent as previously;

g) he has become heavily preoccupied with internal

affairs, the need both to consolidate the Union with

Syria and to build up the economy; the five year plan,

the High Dam and the Suez Canal development, and th e *

building up of the National Union, will keep him busy

and leave less energy available for outside adventures;

CONFIDENTIAL A)
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a number of important developments which tend to cut Nasser

down to size:-

a) the British and American interventions in Jordan

and the Lebanon respectively have removed the inrns diafc e

possibility of those countries falling an easy victim to

Nasserism;

b) events in Iraq threw up a dangerous rival to

Nasser, to some extent split opinion in the Arab TO rid,

threatened Syria and - most important - caused a rift

between Nasser and the Russians;

c) Russian and U.A.R. aims no longer coincide - there

" would be no place for the "bourgeois gangster" Nasser

in a communist Middle East or Africa and Iraq has row

become more valuable to the Russians than the U.A.R.,

so that Nasser sees himself becoming expendable to the

Russians one day;

d) Nasser is not now the only conspicuous player on

the field - Nkrumah in Africa is a rival and otha>

African leaders are asserting themselves; in North
t-

Africa Nasser has failed to shake Bourgu'iba;

e) because of the danger of Iraqi interference Nasser

is treading softly in the Persian Gulf, and no longer

represents such a serious threat to our interests there;

our firmness over Muscat and Buraimi has probably had

a useful effect on him;

f) neither does he inspire nervousness in e.g. King Saud

or the Ruler of Kuwait to the same extent as previously;

g) he has become heavily preoccupied with internal

affairs, the need both to consolidate the Union with

Syria and to build up the economy; the five year plan,

the High Dam and the Suez Canal development, and th e -

building up of the National Union, will keep him busy

and leave less energy available for outside advent ires;

CONFIDENTIAL A)
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(h) in Africa the emergence of independent countries,

and the prospect of independence in more territories,

breeds a determination in local leaders to be
f

independent of all outside influences and this may well

reduce Nasser's influence in Africa (though he still

makes a nuisance of himself through Cairo Radio in the

Horn of Africa and our East African territories),

(i) while it is convenient for the Russians to undertake

to build his Aswan High Daw for him he is playing a

dangerous game with the Kremlin which must cause him

increasing anxiety (we should not make a bogey of the

number of Russian technicians involved, as reports

suggest that Nasser can probably keep this well within

bounds);

(j) the oil supply position has moved against the Middle

East, because of the discoveries in the Sahara and Libya,

the failure of demand to keep up with expectations, the

recent ten per cent, reduction in Middle East posted

prices, and the surplus of tankers. Nasser's control

over the Canal and pipelines is not therefore such a ̂ powerful

weapon as previously; there is also more substantial oil

production in Egypt, and his entry into the ranks of minor

oil producers is doubtless proving educative to Nasser;

and

(k) he must now realise the difficulty of absorbing

even other Arab countries, from the difficulties he has

had in Syria.

General Considerations

5« Two years ago Nasser appeared to be in a very commanding

position and it seemed likely that he would achieve further

success. He had the ability seriously to threaten the.

regimes in Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Libya and the Lebanon (and

possibly also the Sudan and Tunisia) and to make very -serious

trouble for us in the Persian Gulf. There was an alarming

CONFIDENTIAL /prospect
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prospect of his influence penetrating rapidly into Africa.

There was the possibility of his coming to exercise a

destructive influence in oil politics. His relations with the

Soviet Union had suffered no setback and his short-term

anti-imperialist aims coincided with theirs, so that he was

a dangerous instrument for furthering Communist policy.

6. Since then Nasser has changed the emphasis of his

policy in two significant ways. He appears to eschew

foreign adventures for the present (though it is not to be

excluded that he would accept an extension of territory

or influence which simply fell into his lap e.g. Libya).

Ee has also done a good deal to mend his fences with the

West. Ee agreed to pay substantial (compared with his

resources) compensation to the Suez Finance Company, and has

been meeting his obligations. He settled with the French

over their property in Egypt.. He concluded the Financial

Agreement with us, and has returned the majority of our

property. He has resumed diplomatic relations with us. He

has resumed guite close economic relations with the United

States. He is allowing e.g. the West Germans, Italians,

Japanese increasing opportunities in commerce. On the other

hand we know that he is increasingly suspicious of

communist activities e.g. in the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity

Council Secretariat and "by the Chinese who are making

increasing efforts to penetrate the Middle East. We know that

he has had difficulties over the quality of goods from the

Soviet bloc and in obtaining spares; also that he has been

worried by the political indoctrination of Egyptian students

in Iron Curtain countries, and has in fact asked Western

countries to take more Egyptian students.

/Conclusion
*
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Conclusion

7. To sum up, one can adduce a good deal of evidence to

support the claim that Nasser has "been cut down to size

quite substantially in the past two years, that (though

his standing is very high in Egypt) his influence in the

Middle East and Africa is probably past its zenith, and that he

does not represent so great a threat to our own interests

as formerly. It is also reasonable to argue that he has

learned a number of lessons from recent events, particularly

in Iraq, and is likely to be less wild in future. He is

now on much more of an even keel in his relations with East

and West, and is more likely to be able to keep himself in a

genuinely neutralist position.

February 10, I960.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CAIRO TO FORKIGfl OFFICE

En Glair

Mr. Crowe
No. 210
March 8, 1960

PRIORITT

D* 6*05 P*JB* March S# 1960
R. 7.10 p.m. March 8, 1960

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Ko» 210 of March 8,»
Repeated for information to:

Tel Aviv

And Saving to:

Amman
U.K. Mission
New York

Beirut
Jerusalem

Baghdad
Washington

My immediately preceding telegram.

In his speech on March I, President Nasser also attacked
the tripartite declaration. It was tripartite aggression.
Such declarations could never be trusted. The United Arab
Republic was not frightened by news of western anas* deliveries
to Israel * French planes and British submarines, the United
Arab Republic had been victorious over imperialism and
imperialist collaborators*

2. In his speech on March J he referred to the
"British/French/Israel aggression of 1956" Baying that their
aim, as stated in the Eden memoirs, was to exterminate Arab
nationalism and to revise British influence in the area*

3. He then turned to Iraq* He had just read a transcript
of anti-United Arab Republic propaganda from Baghdad Radio about
Palestine. When the Iraqi revolution took place he had regarded
it with hope and joy* Anglo-Communist elements had, however,
risen to fight and destroy Arab nationalism in Iraq, British
power, British imperialism and its stooges had worked hand-in-
hand with the Communiets to destroy the free people of Iraq.
At first he was surprised at this Anglo-Communist policy* But
he soon found out that British imperialism and Communist agents
had the same goal of wishing to destroy Arab nationalism* fit
could see the struggle between Qoamonisa and British imperialism
in Iraq and he could see victory for Arab nationalism.

Foreign Office pass U*K. Mission , . . ..
Saving tc:Beirut, i.O.M.E.F. and Jerusalem as my telegrams

os. 12, T2. o, 5 and 2 respectivel.
-7777Li£pealed as requeste
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FROM CAIRO TO FCREIGN OFFICE

FOREIGN OFFICE AN!
BISTRIBTOOM

B. 7.34 f.m. March 8, 1960
R. 7.51 p.m. March 8, 1960

Cypher/OTP

Mr. Crowe

Nt. 211
March 8, 1960

PRIORITY
CONPIBBNTIAL

Addressed t@ Foreign Off leg telegram No. 211 of March 8,
Repeated for information to Amman Baghdad

Tel Aviv UKMli New York
Washington

Beirut
Jerusalemrus

yv*

And Saving t®

My telegrams Nos. 209 and 210: Nasser ®n Jordan and Britain.

A full scale propaganda offensive is being mounted against
Jordan. Although there is an immediate cause of dissension
between the two countries in the dispute over the status of
Palestine, I do not think Nasser (nor for that matter the U.A.R.
Press and radio) would have attacked Jordan publicly if it had
not been for King Hussein's broadcast of March 1 (Amman telegram
No. 206).

2, âsser's attacks ©n Britain are probably the result of sheer
rage at the "resurrection" of the Tripartite Declaration and
Ben Gurion's forthcoming visit t© London. He is evidently
brooding over Sir A. Eden's memoires, which have revived all
his ®lt hatred and bitterness.

3. The violence of Nasser's speeches is perhaps partly to be
explained by the fact that they are being delivered in Syria.
A British correspondent, who accompanied him on some of his
speech-making tours, has told a member of my staff that the
Syrians welcomed him with an enthusiasm which bordered on
hysteria. The correspondent g©t the impression that, if Nasser

CCMFIBMTIAL
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Cairo telegram N®» 211 to Foreign Office

- 2 - •

had not lived up to the image which the Syrians have
formed ®f him, they might hate turned against him. This
factor (of which Nasser is undoubtedly conscious) is
probably leading him to greater excesses than he would have
committed ©n a similar t®ur in Egypt*

Foreign Office pass Amman, Baghdad, Tel Aviv, UKMis
Y©rk, Washington and Saving t© Beirut, P;O.M,1.F. and Jerusalem
as iy telegrams 14, 5, 11, 13, 13, 7, 6 and 3 respectively.

[Repeated as request J*

iUU

COHFIilTOAL
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OFFICE TO WASHIffOOT

FOREIGN GPTICE AMI

No. }010
March 10, I960

B: 3,05 p.». Mtrch 10

Repeated for infer»ati«i t» Cairo Jerusalem

M
U.X New

Quire telegrams Nos. 209, 21© and 211 [if March 8: President
Nasser's speeehes ia Syria],

1 aa eeaeera»A about the tone and substance ef Pfesidest
Hasser's spee«hes in ̂ rria. Though I realize that the special
circumstances Matio&d* ia paragraphs 2 cat I if Caia* telegra*
Ho. 2U may have pravokai1 thew caccesses, It iwuld see* that h« it
tenting to revert to Ms state of Mini in 1356. This tees n»t
augur well far the policy if rapprochement with Nasser whieh tbt
Unite* States Government have ptirsued with such patience AM
persistence and whieh m have attempted t« follow with the
eoaclusian of the Financial Agreement, the resumptisn of diplomatic
relatioms, and concurrewe in the iBteraatieaal Bank loan for tho
SUCK Caaal.

2. I should be gla* if. proviAet you see no objection, you would
draw Mr. Berber's attention to the tolegrams under reference aod
speak to Ida on the following limea.

|« Hasser's speeches la Syria will no doubt have been git lag some
«mwo!m to the United States Qovernmeat aa they have fee*a to Her
Majesty's ®99*xwmt* m realize that hi® outbursts may be due in
part to genuine nervousness of Israeli intentions fallowing upon the
Tawftfik incident and that recent and forthcoming visits of Israeli
personalities to Western oowntrios may have inflamed him still
further. Representations made by the U.A,R.diplomatie Missies
ia London duriag the last few days suggest that there IAS also bee*

/serious
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serious anxiety in Calf* resulting from recent public but
noareidable references to tte Tripartite Beelarmtion, though
I hope that what I said la the Reuse ea Mar*h 7 will serve to
quiet these fears. Far the rest I cannot see that there 10 any
îstifioation fer Nasser's renewed attacks. I accept that the
Israeli* are largely to blame far the Tawaf ik incident but consider
that this was the outcome of a nervous state *f mind provoked to *
great extent by the recrudescence of & f ecliag of claustrophobia
in turn tut to Arab apposition to their Jordan haters plaa aad *«re
particularly the frustration arisiag from the etetentien of tke

Im other word* the U.A.R.OowrHmeat have it IB their
to bring about a relaxation of tension in Israel witlwttt

lowering their guard If they so iesire,

4« As regards the attactai om Jorian the provocation 1mm appears
to have been entirely on the U.A.R. tide, beginning with the atteopt
to question the basis of JorAaniaa occupatioa of tte flbst Bamk fey
the terms of the Letter of Appoiataeat of the Coasul-GeAer&l im
Mw»il« (JerusaleM telegram No. 3 [of January 17]) aa* eoatimiimg
with the plan produced at the Arab League meeting f«r a Palestine
entity. These incifltoBt* suggest that perhaps entourage* by receiving
the International Bank loam Sasser has ieciiea within the last tkreo
months to resume a policy of subversion as regards

5* Aa to the ref ereaces to Aaglo-Communia» in Iraq, these af«
patently ridiculous . Indeed I find it hard to believe that so**
views have been held serioualy in tie U,AJL at any time since last
April,

6, I should like you to go oa to say to Mr. Herter tnat,
g thouga it would be for me to remonstrate with Nasser, I do

not think that any representations by Her Majesty's Government would
do any good. They might indeed merely serve to inflame Mm further.
I would, however, be interested to know whether to thinks that the
United States GoTernmeat would be in a position to take any useful
action. No doubt Mr. Reinhardt will be seeing ffasser when ho
returns from Syria. Mr. fferter might consider that on sueh am
occasion, in the course of a goaeral survey of the situation in the
Middle last* the United States Ambassador aight bo able to take the
opportunity of emphasising the importance whioh the United States
Government attach to stability in the area, which appears to them
to hate been somewhat threatened by recent develepmeats. Against
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this background It eeuld be pointed ent that a fresh atteapt te
reach a modus vivendfr with regard t* the passage ef Israeli cargoes
ttumigh the Sees Caaal weald de * great deal t» redaee tensiem
and remeve the causes ef recemt Israeli activity which has been a
source ef anxiety te tbe

7. At the same tiw Hasser o*ull perhaps bt asked ab«ut the
sigaifieaose «f his presemt p«iicy t»T*ar»e J«r4amt which appears
t» be a further Aistorbing eleaeat im the situati»m. Aecusatî as
that the Jardaaiaa (fr vcraaert are a st»«ge «f ijaperialiCT are quite
baseless. Bat Nasser sk«ula be the firat t» recagnia* tiiat if tlw
stability »f the J»r̂ aaiaa r€gi»e is unaer«ij»« it csan «nly help t»
serre the interests *f Israel, which is presuaably the last thing
1m w*uli desire.

8, The United States Ajfcassadw Bight feel disposed ta say
in e»nclusi«a that all these dissensions ean im the view ef the
United States G«TerHMeat *nly help te . give enc«urage»eKt t*
nifluences in the Arab w»rld, which Nasser recagnises as eantrary
t« Arab interests.

f , Y«u will want te use your discretion as te hew far yen
specific suggestions te Mr. Berter as te what «î it be said im
Caire; but I have set eut «y thoughts em this im seae detail in the
hope that he Bay be receptive.

10. It is also important that it should net get *ut that we hate
spoiaoi te Jit. lertesr im thi« way. Tern Bit*fc l̂ e able te raise the
subject when you have been discussing something else. I want te
see that the Americans are aware of the uufertuaate faet that
Nasser just pockets any benefit given to him and theaa behaves worse
than ever.
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F*0tt PHAETON Off Id TO WASHINGTON

10. 10»
March 11, t : I2.$f p.ffi, Mar«h 11, i960

Repettei f«r inf»r»ati«ii t*: Caiw.
Btghim*. Beirut. Jerusalem, P.GJC.E.F.
Tel AfiT* U,K, Mssicn New Ttrk. / / |f;|v|!%-

telegram I®, 1010 UAR/Jtrian [of J4ar«ii 10].

speaking %» Hr. Herter it would M well %t paint
©ut tlmt Her Majesty1! Aabassaiffr in Imaft is *tr«ngly urging
restraint iif^A King Hussaia aai the Jaraaaiam autharities
(se« Arnta telegraws H«e. 23i an* 235 [«f Marefe 10]).
This seeas highly icsirable; I am ua*«r no illusion that 7

in any slanging mateh the aarantage lie* with Nasier.
It will nat, h«rerer, he easy t» cantiaue ta urge restraint
convincingly if th* U.A.R. aaintaia their UHwarramtei
campaign against Jerdaa.

JJJJJ
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OFFICE OF THE

HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR CANADA

CONFIDENTIAL

'4 RECEIVED

" ' -\PCHIVEE

FORWARDED WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF THE OFFICE OF THE

HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR CANADA

Copies also referred to CRO

March 14» I960, R.I. Rogers.
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MAR 10/60 CONFD

TO TT EXTERNAL 2 S3 DEFERRED FM LBN

INFO LDN

TT NATOPARSS WASHDC PERMlSNY FM LBN

BAG BEIRUT TAVIV ANKARA BRUB GENEVA FM LDN

UAR

PRESIDENT NASSER AND His PRESS LITERS HAVE RB/ERTED LATELY TO OLD

GAME OP LAUNCHING VERBAL ATTACKS IN VARIOUS DIRECTIONS AT ONCE

AGAINST A SELECTION OF TARGETS SO FIDS AS TO SEEM MOT RPT NOT MERELY

IMPARTIAL BUT SELF-»CANCELLING«|)URING EMLIER PART OF His SYRIAN TOUR?

PRESIDENT AIMED MOST OF HIS ABUSE AT KASSEM«Ag TOUR PROCEEDEDfHXg

LINE BECAME PROGRESSIVELY MORE VIOLENT AND HIS TARGETS MORE WIDE-

SPREAD.WHEN PUBLIC REF WAS MADE ABROAD TO TRIPARTITE DECLARATIONJHE

TOOK OPPORTUNITY TO RAKS OVER 'EVENTS OF 1956 AND TO FLAY USA AS

WELL AS BRITAIN AND FRANCE FOR THEIR ALLEGED FAVOURING OF ISRAELI

AS AGAINST ARAB INTERESTS.MORE RECENTLYtNE0S OF K2N GURIOMS PRO-

JECTED VISIT TO USA TURNED KIS HOSTILITY MORE DIRECTLY AGAINST USA

ALTHOUGH HE HAS CONTINUED TO PICTURE USAfERlTAlM MJ> FRANCE AS CON-

TINUING TO FORM AN ASSOCIATION FOR DEFENCE AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF

ISRAEL*1N HIS SPEECH OF MARApHE INQUIRED HOW IT COULD OCCUR THAT

AN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY COULD AtfARD A LAW DEGREE TO BEN GURION

WHOM HE DESCRIBED AS BIGGEST UAR CRIMINAL OF THIS CENTURY.THIS KE

THOUGHT WAS A GOOD INDICATION OF VALUE PLACED ON LAW AND HIGH1S OF

MAN IN USA TODAY AND HE REMINDED HIS LISTENERS THAT>WHEN ISRAEL

AND HER LEADERS WERE MURDERING ARAB? IN PALES TINE, THEY HERE DOING

SO WITH BACKING OF USA AND ITS PRESIDENT.HE CONSIDERED BEN GURIONS

VISIT A GOOD OCCASION ON WHICH TO WARN ISA THAT,ALTHOUGH IT MAY HAVE

BEEN COLONIZED AND DOMINATED BY ISRAEL AND ZIONISH,ARABS FOR THEIR

PART WOULD NEVER ACCEPT DOMINATION BY ISRAEL OR BY OS A. AS HISTORY

«««£
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OF TRIPARTITE DECLARATION iNDICATEDfNO RPT NO TRUST WAS TO BE PUT

m GOOD WILL OF ITS SIGNATORIES WHO REMAIN COMMITTED TO SUPPORTING

INTERESTS OF ISRAEL.PEACEFUL PROFESSIONS FROM ISRAEL WERE SIMPLY

PART OF A CAMPAIGN TO MISLEAD WORLD OPINION .AS FOR TALK IN LDN,

PARIS AND WASHDC ABOUT A CRISIS tN MIDEASTfHE WOULD REMIND THESE

PEOPLE THAT A CRISIS HAS EXISTED IN MIDEAST SINCE I94S AND THAT

PEACE WILL NOT RPT NOT RETURN TO AREA UNTIL PALESTINE IS RETURNED

TO ITS RIGHtm OTORSaUAR WOULD MAINTAIN ItS HOSTILITY TO ISRAEL

AND WOULD HOT RPT NOT BE DETERRED BY NEWS OF MORE WESTERN ARMS

DELIVERIES »HE SAID THAT UAR KNEW ITS ENEMIES AND WAS PREPARED TO

OPPOSE BOTH ISRAEL AND THOSE WHO STOOD BEHIND ISRAEL,
SsYESTEKDAYCTHOUGH THIS MAY BE PARTLY IN RESPONSE TO WHAT IS BEING
SAID IN AMMAN) fCAIRO PRESS HAS EMBARKED OK UHAT APPEARS TO BE A CAM-

PAIGN AGAINST JORDANoONE NEWSPAPER HAS ATTACKED HA22A MAJALLI WHO IS

DESCRIBED AS HAVING BEEN IN HIS TIME A MOUTH-PIECE OF ANGLO-AMERtCAN

Uff»E3UALISMfA PUPIL OF GENERAL CLUBB,A BRITISH J.NTELLICENCE AGENTj

AND AN ENEMY OF ARAB NATIONALISTS AND IN PARTICULAR OF PALESTINIAN

ARABS*ANOTHER ARTICLE DESCRIBES KING HUSSEIN AS A TRAITOR AND A

CRIMINAL WHO IS ASSISTING TO IMPLEMENT A PLOT FOR LIQUIDATION OF

PALESTINIAN REFUGEE PROBLEM BY BUYING UP REFUGEE RATION CARDS IN

JORDAN AND ARRANGING EMIGRATION OF REFUGEES TO DESTINATIONS IN

LATIN AMERICA*ANOTHER ARTICLE PURPORTS TO REVEAL. WHAT WENT ON IN

SECRET DISCUSSIONS OF HEADS OF DELEGATIONS AT RECENT ARAB LEAGUE

COUNCIL SESSION ON PALESTINIAN QUESTION AND PICTURES JORDANIAN

FOREIGN MINIS?!!* AS BLOCKING ANY PROGRESS TOWARD RECOGNITION OF

PALESTINIAN PEOPLE AS A SEPARATE POLITICAL ENTITY,

3«ATTACK ON JORDAN PROBABLY HAS DEPELOPEDjAT LEAST IN GOOD PART§

IN ANOTHER CONTEXTjBUT IT ALSO F11S IN TO SOME EXTENT WITH NASSERS

,3
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STACKS ON ASTERN POWERS HI HtS StRlW SPEECHES,PICTURE WHICH HE

SEEMS XNTO'T ON ***** ft THAT OF A MR BESET BY

ENEMIES BUT TUtL OF NEWFOUND StRlWWH AND QOTtt CAPABLE OF

DING BOTH ItSELF AND REST OF ARABS 'ABAIWT HOSTItlTY OF WEST AND

THEIR AdENtS AND SBWAHtS WITHIN ARAB TOL3
ARNOtD SMITH
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24 MAR 1960

BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON.

March 22, I960

As I told you in ay telegram number ̂2^ of
March 12, Herter suggested that I should take up with
Livingston Merchant the question of Nasser's recent
outbursts. I accordingly wrote him a letter setting out
the views in your telegram number 1010\of March 10, and I
now enclose a copy of his reply. WhenNI saw Herter on
March 20, he said he had given his personal attention to
this matter and that Livingston Merchant's,, letter
represented his and the State Department' s\onsidered , _
views. \ ^QliV

I am sending copies of Merchant's letter and
this to Johnston, Hancock, Trevelyan, Crosthwaite, Dixon,
Crowe, and to McDermott.

Sir Roger Stevens, K.C.M.G.,
Foreign Office,

London, S,W.l.

SECRET
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THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

MAR. 18, 1960.

->
k

;

Dear Harold,

The points raised in your letter of March 11 regarding Cuba
and the Middle East have been given serious study within the
Department. I understand that further discussion of Cuba
will take place separately.

With respect to the Middle East, we share your concern at
the recent disturbing trend of UAR propaganda in which
Nasser has attacked Jordan, "Western Imperialism", alleged
British actions in Iraq., and the United States.

Like you, we are inclined to regard these outbursts as
motivated in part by concern at Israeli intentions following
Israel's raid on lower Tawafiq in the Syrian demilitarized zone
on January 31» The Ben-Gurion visit to Western capitals and
Nasser's desire to rally popular support in Syria during his tour
there have also undoubtedly been contributory factors. The key
question is whether Nasser's speeches and other propaganda
represent a significant shift in UAR tactics or whether they
merely reflect spontaneous and transitory reactions to passing
phenomena.

It is difficult, as always, to ascribe cause and effect to
Middle East tensions. We would agree that the Israeli action at
Tawafiq may have reflected in part frustration on the Suez transit
issue. We do not believe, however, that this was the chief motive.
Incidents at Tawafiq have occurred almost annually since 1949. The
recent heightened tension in that area could well be related to the
long-standing problem regarding the status of the demilitarized
zones. As you know, the Israelis continue to insist, contrary to
the UN position, that they hold complete sovereignty in these
zones. The Egyptians, sensitive as always regarding their Syrian
partners in the UAR and aware of the unfortunate history of the
al-Auja demilitarized zone on the Sinai border, are no doubt
anxious to forestall an Israeli fait accompli. Thus occasional
flare-ups in these zones appear almost inevitable.

We too have been greatly disturbed by the heavy UAR
propaganda barrage against Jordan. King Hussein's public
remarks on March 1 obviously aimed at Nasser would not appear
to explain the intensity of Nasser's subsequent propaganda assault.
Our Ambassador in Amman has taken a strong line with the
UAR Ambassador. Ambassador Spinelli of the UN has, we
understand, been closely following developments. We had
considered whether it might be suggested that he approach the
UAR directly. However, we note that, as of March 14, the
Jordanian authorities believed the present propaganda flare-up
would play itself out. Whether the recent UAR attacks
reflect a calculated decision to resume a policy of subversion
as regards Jordan will depend on how long the attacks are
kept up and whether or not they are accompanied by other UAR-
stimulated actions from within Jordan itself. Nasser's
present concern seems to us perhaps more closely related to the
long-standing UAR-Jordan differences regarding Palestine.
These differences have been exacerbated in recent months by
the pronouncements of Premier Qasim on this subject.
Paricularly in the light of the continuing UAR-Iraq rivalry,
the firm Jordanian opposition, at the recent Arab League

His Excellency,
Sir Harold Caccia,

Ambassador of the United Kingdom.

/meeting,
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meeting, to any plans for Palestine likely to threaten
Jordan's integrity certainly increased Nasser's annoyance
with Hussein, We do not exclude the possibility that this
UAB propaganda may serve, as in the past, to strengthen
rather than weaken King Hussein, who is replying
courageously to Hasser's charges. We hope that Hussein's
comments on March 12 regarding the UNEF presence in the
Sinai and Aqaba areas will not imperil the future of this
useful instrument.

We have noted your opinion that any British remonstrances
with Nasser might only inflame him further. We incline to
the view that any formal approach by our own Ambassador might
have little beneficial effect, particularly at this moment
when Arab opinion is quite aroused by Mr. Ben-Gurion's visit
to Western capitals. In any event, it has not yet been
possible for our Ambassador to present his Letters of Credence
due to Nasser's absence in the Syrian Region. However, we
have already informally expressed, both through our Charge*
in Cairo and the UAE Embassy here, our disappointment at
recent developments.

Regarding your suggestion that a fresh attempt be made wrBa
the UAE to reach a modus Vivendi on the Suez transit issue,
we understand that Secretary G-eneral Hammarskjold has
examined the papers in the Astypalea case and is continuing
his efforts to work out a compromise. We fully suppcrt these
endeavours. This has been made clear to the UAR as has our
long-standing support for the principle of freedom of
passage through the Canal. We would not wish any unilateral
action which we might tate in Cairo at this stage, outside
of the UN frame-work, to" complicate Mr. Hammarskjold's
efforts.

We shall continue to watch the situation closely,
hopeful that the recent propaganda exchanges may be followed
by a return to relative calm. If this hope proves ill-
founded, we shall wish to consider the situation further with
you at that time.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Livingston T. Merchant

Livingston T. Merchant

SECEEf
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